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SLUM RY

A tour of North America, the United Kingdom, France, and

Japan was made to study the organization, role, and methods employed

by governments and scientific organizations in the documentation and

analysis of national mineral industries, with a view to applying the new ideas

and more successful techniques in the operation and re—organization of

the Kineral Economics Section of the Bureau of Mineral Resources.

While each of the organizations visited contributed new ideas and

special expertise in different fields of mineral documentation,

assessment and analysis, the Mines Departments in North America, in

particular the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,

provided the more interesting examples of new ideas and developments

which could be readily and fruitfully applied to our own organization.

The U.K. Institute of Geological Sciences is a world leader in the

collection and publication of international mineral statistics on

production and trade, but the statistical coverage and documentation

of the domestic mining industry is far from complete and attempts to

publish a Minerals Yearbook for the United Kingdom are following the

lines provided by the Australian Mineral Industry Annual Review.

While governmental organizations in France and Japan provided examplec

of major advances in the collection of mineral statistics and the

compilation and documentation of mineral intelligence and resources

data, application of the methodology involved is applicable only where

the central government is.more intimately associated with and has more

statutory authority over the domestic mining industry than is the case

in Australia.

Basically, the methodology of mineral statistics collections

in all the countries visited is similar to that followed in Australia,

although differing in detail as to coverage, timing, and responsibility
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for collections. Without exception, final annual statistics are not 

officially ava~lable until well into the year f.ollowing the year to 

which the statistics refer. Publication of the official minerals 

yearbook generally lags b.Y 1-2 years. However, in some cases pre-

liminary statistics are published in January or February following the 

year concerned, and these are estimates prepared by mineral commodity 

specialists who use offioial statistics for the period Januar.y-October 

and their own estimates for. the remain~er of the year. It is 

noteworthy that the countries visited adhere to annual statistical 

collections on a calender year basis, the exception being Japan where 

afisoal year (Apr~l-March) is adopted as the time unit for annual 

statistioal collectiqns. 

In the United States particularly, mineral oommodity 

speoialists are beooming inoreasingly responsible for the collection 

of official statistios relating to their own particular mineral oommodity. 

While this procedure has the advantage of' improving the timing of 

collections and in obtaining data on those faoets of the industry in 

which the specialist is primarily interested, it does little to 

systematize the overall statistical collection, and in some cases 

leads to unnecessary imposition on oompanies' time and goodwill by 

duplicating requests for certain data. 

Another feature of mineral statistics collections in some 

of the countries visited was the scant regard paid to the ex-mine value 

of output and production. In fact, ex-mine values are equated with 

the product of metal content of concentrates produced and the average 

domestic price of refined metal over the relevant period. While this 

attitude saves both effort and time, it is conceptually wrong and allows 

no clear distinction to be made between the contribution to the economy 

by the mining sector and the. metals refinery sector of the industry. 
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Without exception, commodity studies remain the basis for 

detailed analysis of the mineral industry, and mineral commodity 

specialists are relied on to provide documentation and analysis of 

the industry necessary for authoritative advice to the private and 

public sectors of the economy both as background for current operations 

and the basis for forward planning. Close liaison with the private 

secto)" of the mining industry is a fundamental feature of commodity 

studies, and commodity specialists spend up to 8 weeks of the year in 

the field, visiting mines and plants and discussing current operations 

and possible future developments with oompany representatives. The 

increasing degree of ~pecialization by commodity specialists is a marked 

feature of the United States and Canadian 'systems, where the aim is to 

confine commodi ty officer~ to one major mineral. In the U.S. Bureau 

of Mines, three commodity specialists are assigned to copper alone. 

This. degree of specialization enables commodity specialists to stu~ 

the economics of any particular mineral in considerable depth and to 

investigate special facets of the mineral industry beyond the scope 

of our Mineral Economics Section as currently constituted. The 

Commodity Division of the.U.S. Bureau of Mines has 98 professionals 

and 118 support staff (research officers and clerks) backed by 38 

Liaison Officers spread over the various State.s and supported by the 

Office of Technical Data Services (3 professionals and 32 clerical 

officers) in Washington. The Minerals and Metals Division of the 

Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resouroes is currently staffed 

with 19 commodity specialists divided into four sections, each with a 

sectional head, commodity research officers, a~d clerical support staff; 

the sectional heads answer to a divisional chief. 



In most of the governmental organiz:tions visited ZJ1 attempt

has been made to set up an economic i-malysis group to treat the mineral

industry as an economic unit and to pursue investigations of the

significance of the industry using economic theory and econometrics.

This innovation has achieved only limited success.^In both the

United States and Canada, the economic analysis groups were originally

staffed with pure economists whose work was criticized for lack of

realistic conclusions and practical application.^The objectives and

organization of the groups have now heen modified, and, while pure

economists are still employed and he group is maintained as a unit,

the aim is to recruit post—graduates With a mineral economics background

and to integrate the work of the economists with special . projects

undertaken by mineral commodity specialists.

Common to all the organizations referred to is the increasing

emphasis on project management and the formation of ad hoc teams with

the expertise of w.rious disciplines combined in a special project.

In resources work, e.g. delineation of potenictl mineral resources

of a. specific primitive or wilderness area, a team may consist of a

geologist, geophysicist, mining engineer, geochemist, arid mineral

commodity experts with additional expertise drawn from universities

and other organizations if this is deemed necessary.

Conclusions and recommendations for improved documentation

and analysis of the mineral industry within the Mineral Economics

Section are listed in the final part of this report.
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

During the period 10 April-30 May 1973 the writer completed 

a study tour of governmental orgc,nizations n.nd semi-governmental groups 

closely concerned vlith the miner[ll industries of the United St&tes, 

Canada, United Kingdom, France, and Japan. The main purpose of the 

tour w~s to study the latest concepts in organiiation, government 

role, <.:.nd methodology of documentat ion and analysis of nat ional nJineral 

industries. It is hoped that the infonna.tion and backr;'round gained 

from the ctuciy will provide uGeful (',Uidelinec fOT the reorganization 

of the Mineral Economics Section currently being undertaken within 

the Bureau of r.!ineral Resources. ,Where time and convenience permitted, 

the opportunity \V'as taken to discuss with selected companies the 

current world supply-demand position in certain minerals, e.g. minerul 

sands, and to canvass the view of consumers andfabric<.1tors on future 

demand trends and technological developments. A detailed list of 

companies contacted is given in Appendix 1. Recent and possible 

future developments in the zirconium and titanium industries in the 

United :3tr:~tes and Japan are summarized in Appendix 2. 

The principal government";'.l orgcmizdions visited were the 

Bure~u of Mines and the United States Geological Study in the U.S.A., 

the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources in Canada, the Institute 

of Geological Sciences in the United Kingdom, the Department of Industrial 

and Scientific Development, and the Bureau de Recherches Geologiques 

et Minieres (B.R.G.I';.) in France, and the Ministry for International 

Trade and Industry (MITI) in Japan. Visits to non-governmental 

organizations dealing with mineral economics included those to Stanford 

Research Institute at Menlo Pi.1rk, California, tmd the Colorado School' 

of Mines at Golden nei~r Denver. 
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Different f~:cets of the mineral industry were emphasized 

depending on the organization consulted, and proportional~ more time 

was spent in discussing those areas of mineral economics in which the 

v&rious groups showed particular expertise. However, discussions 

gener21ly evolved along four distinct lines: 

(1) Statistical coveruge of the mineral industr,y, particulcrly 

special collections such as those for seconda~J and recycled 

metals, to assist future stdistical coverage of the minerlll 

industr,y within BMR and in co-operL~tion with the ComlT'omJealth 

Burecu of Census and Sta.tistics and State Mines Departments. 

( 2) Collection of economic, technical, and operational data 

from industr,y. 

Study of specific aspects of the industry such as mineral 

processing, projections of supply and demand, substitution, 

prices, costs, and the use of mineral economics in regional 

planning and competitive land use. 

Publications and dissemination of information to government 

and industry. 
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2. UNITED ~TATE~) Q1i' n"I!":nICA 

The collection, analysis, and dissemination of mineral 

supply and demand di..ta in the UnHed States is organized and controlled 

principally by the Burec.m of Mines. However, increasing concern 

reg:~rding long-term supply of' minerals, and environmental and 

ecological consider~tions of mining developments, has brought the 

Unitell States Geological Survey (USGS) more and more into this general 

field b.y wciY of the rhner~lls AV;,l.ilahili ty ~)YBtem and the Wilderness 

and Hiver Basin Programs. The two orgtc!lizations helone: to the 

U.s. Department of the Interior, and lw our st;tndards e • .lch if: huge 

and diversified in its ovm right. Currently the USG~3 has a ceiling 

of 8007 permanent officers, about half of whom are professionals. 

Ste.ff of the Bureau of rines is limited to about 5000. However, 

these figures do not reflect fully the total i'w~o:,ilability of professional 

staff, in as much <::.s both organizCl.tions employ many part-time staff 

classified as I (intermittent) or WAE (when actually employed), c-md 

contr:Clct out many projects to other scientific orgi:l.l1izations. The 

USGS has always been regarded as a research organizi-;.tion and up till 

now has been allowed to develop syr::::tematically without undue inter-

ference from the Administrut ion. The Bureau of Mines on the other 

hand has been politically oriented and controlled, and its progress 

has been marked by start-stop programs and organiz~·.tional changes in 

planning, al ternating between decentraliz.:::;.tion and centralizatio~ in 

Hashington. 



BUREAU CF ~~n1ES 

An organization chart of the Bureau of Mines is given in 

Figure 1. Broadly speaking, the Bureau consists of two main divisions 

he~ded by Deputy pirectors - Health and Safety on the one hand, and 

Mineral Resources and Environment Development on the other~ Currently, 

there is a strong move in Congress to fragment this structure and 

retain only the mines administr&tion division - i.e. Health and Safety 

- uirectly within the fr~ework of the Bureau. The remainder of the 

Bureau would be dismembered: researcfi & development, and minerals data 

collection & analysis beine put into separate federal agencies and 

thus much more under the direct control of Administr~tion advisors. 

The group whose functions are most closely allied to those 

of our own Mineral Resources Branch is Mineral Supply headed by 

Assistant Director Sheldon Wimpfen. This Division, which is 

responsible for commodity mineral specialists, sta.tistics, and economic 

analysis, is headquC!-rtered in vIashington but also encompasses four 

field offices at Denver (Colo), Juneau (Alaska), Pittsburgh (Pa), 

and Spokane (Wash.), each of which in turn conducts one or more field 

offices at various minine centres. Currently the Division has a 

staff ceiling of 558, of which 301 are professionals. Duty statements 

of many of the offices of the Mineral Supply Division are specifically 

applicable to the work of our Mineral Economics Section, and special 

investigations being conducted l'lithin the Division provide exciting 

possibilities for future lines of investigation by an expanded and 

reorganized Mineral Economics Section. The writer therefore con-

centrD.ted his. investigctions on organizdion, procedure, and methodology 

within Mineral Supply both.4tDenver and Washington. 
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Intermountain Field Operation Centre, Denver 

This group h~aded by Ottey Bishop has a staff oeiling of 

72, of which 49 are professionals covering the disciplines of mining 

engineering, civil engineering, geology, physical science, economics, 

petroleum engineering, and even social science. The main functions 

of the group are the 

developlTIc:nt and assessment of mineral ·resources information 

maintenance of mine map repositories and drill core libraries 

specific in-depth studies requested by Commodity Divis.ions 

review and preparation of data for environmental impact 

statements 

investigation of areas associated with \:;ilderness and River 

Basin projects 

negotiation, co-ordination, and monitoring co-operative 

programs with State and local ore;:!.niz;.tions. 

The H"OC, Denver, provides adrninistr;,.t ive services for Bureau activities 

west of the Mississippi River with the exception of those of the vJestern 

Stc:;,tes, which are handled from Spokane. The functions of the Denver 

group have been revised and altered substantially over the last three 

years. In particular,the work of sta.tistical collections, prepare"tion 

of individual chapter for the Minerals Year Book, Clnd cost analysis 

studies have largely reverted to \·iashingi;on. The work of the group 

is now concentrated into five sections - minerals c.wailability section, 

.. lilderness section, energy section, river basin studies section, (md 

pet·roleum studies sect ion. 
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Minerals Availability. Three main sub-sections 

(i) Mine map repository: microfilm repository of authoritative 

maps of all underground mines west of the Mississippi 

River. The data bnnk containD detD.ils of past and current 

mining operations, including the areas mined out or back

filled, waste disposal ,:.reas, underground geology, as~ay 

data, a.nd other pertinent infonnation' relative to environ-

mental r:nd resource consideration. 

(ii) ~aneral development time-frame analysis. The objective 

of the analysis is to determine the period required to 

( iii) 

explore and develop a mineral deposit and to construct 

mining t .. nd concentrating facilities at selected major 

metal-producing mines. Data are collected and computerized 

under the headings of mine, location of claims to large-

scc.le production, preliminary explorution and evaluation, 

major explor::"t ion, development, beneficiat ion plant con-
, 

struction, break-in period, beneficiation plant expansion, 

total designed capacity achievement, mine operating period. 

The case histories for each mine are analysed to indicate the 

vnriable parameters which influence the critical time f~ .. ctors 

in the development of a mineral property. Results of the 

stuQy provide a historical background of mine development 

throughout the n:Jtion (copper minee have heen completod iJnd 

work is starting on lead-zinc mines); indicate the time lag 

which lTiir;ht h;;,ve to be t;.Iken into consideration in a st':l.te of 

emergency; and supply some guide in supply projections as to 

time let.€; between minere,l discoveries and economic production. 

The economics of by-product metals. By-product metal systems 

are being investigated under the headings of economic and 

strategic importance, supply systems, plant locations, supply-
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demand patterns. Work has just been completed on' the 

copper'system which deals with arsenic, platinum, silver, 

gold, selenium, tellurium, molybdenum, rhenium, as well 
.. 

as uranium, alumina, magnesium, and by-product copper, 

lead, and zinc from complex ores. 

\,1 ilderness Sect ion. This group is involved in evaluation of mineral 

resources in primitive and wilderness areas. ' .. Under the Wil~erness 'Act 

(1964) the Bureau of Mines and the USGS were directed to make mineral 
, 

surVeys of 9.2 million acres in 54 wilderness areas. Deadline for 
• 

the evaluation of the wilderness areas is December 1983. Normally, 
. . 

the work is carried out as a joint investigation by the Bureau of 

Mines und the USGS. A geophysicc;,l survey of the area, is followed by 

geological mapping, outcrop sampling, and geochemical work. Mining 

engineers trace records of all previous mining in the area, locate 

. the mines,. and ,examine them. . The mineral ,resources report is ihen 

discussed with the Forestry Department and other interested organizations 

'before final proposals are made to Congress. ......:, 

Energy Section. Analysis in the energy fields' considers. the resour~~, 

quality and, supply~demand relat ionships of petrq.~eUril"·riaturalgas ,. 
i'" .::. " 

conl,und nuclear minerals from domestic GOutbE!S. . An.alYEles cover a" 
." .. ~. '. ~ ,,' ~." . :.' 

',', 

wide range of technical, economiC, and engineer~.ng6,sp.ect6 of' finq,ing, 
'. ,: ~,:! ,>' ,.',. . 

producing, processing, transpor~ing,. and. utilizing fossil fuels •. 

Efforts of the Section are now concentrated pri~clPa~iy qn coal 

evaluat ion and appraisal of reserves,. and eva:luation of surfac.e mined 

lanq,s for recreational purposes. The Bur~au i~ resp'ollsible for compilatlon 
. . '. . ... ' .. ,'. . .' . 

of data on fornier mineral production, field appraisal ,~f minebility'of 

. deposits including sampling, and engine~ring,~p:praisals,where needed, 
',' " ," . 

of processing requirements , transportation, arid other 'topics relating. to .' . 

marketability. 
. ... 
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Petroleum Studies. This group is located at Dallas, Texas, and is 

mainly involved in the evaluation and appraisal of petroleum resources. 

At Denver, a computer based energy data bank - the Merit 

System (Mines Energy Resources, Infonnation, and Transportation) is 

maintained to meet increa,sing demand for data infonnation on the 

petroleum and coal industries. The Merit System is maintained, upduted, 

edited, and corrected, utilizing the Bureau of Mines Automatic Data 

Processing (ADP) fr',cili ties in Denver. Liaison between the ADP 

division and the various users and/or contributors to Merits is 

maintained by the Intermountain Field Operation Centre Energy Group. 

River Basin Studies. These are pDrt of the River Basins program \.,rhich 

is designed to insure adequate water supplies for the mineral induGtr,y 

and to assess the effects of proposed Water-related projects on mineral 

resources. 

MINERAL SUP~LY I H/,SHIl']GTON D.C. 

The Mineral Supply Division is centred in Washington where 

the miner::~l commodity specialists are headquartered and where the 

final compil&tion and analysis of st~~tistics are carried out. 

Mineral Statistics 

In practice the Bureau of Mines is responsible for the 

collection and compil<:..tion of mineral statistics on a national basis. 

Some of the States do have statutory powers to collect mineral statistics, 

but experience h[~s convinced the Bureau that I for the sake of consistency 

and to facilit,~te administrative procedures, it is simpler and more 

practical to 'go it ;llone'. The result is thc::t the Bureeu's mineral 
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datil collection ir the sinr:le federal proGram d:i rected to CWlvass 

industry for such information. However, the Federal 'Government has 

no constitutional powers to collect statistics, and in a few cases 

the response to mineral canvasses is disappointingly poor and the 

statistical coverage is surprisingly incomplete. For instance, the 

collection of data for sand and gravel production covers only an 

estimated 70 percent of total output. 

In recent years, the responsibility of statistical collections 

has passed from a central statistical division to the individual mineral 

commodity specialists. Each mineral commodity specialist is now 

responsible for the collection of production, consumption, and stock' 

data of his own specific mineral or minerals. In all, over 200 

oeparate mineral statistical survey. forms covering some 90 commodities 

are distributed to 75 000 respondents and over 150 000 responses to 

these surveys are received and processed annually. Each commodity 

specialist has his own statisticnl assistants - five in the case of 

copper - and 79 mineral specialists are assisted by 85 statistical 

assistants and statistical clerks. Forms are sent out mainly on a 

monthly basis; some distribution, particularly that involving value 

statisticG, is restricted to an annual canvass. Distribution and 

mailing of forms (as well as the despatch of reminders) are computerized 

in Denver, rut the completed forms are returned direct to Washington 

for compilation and i::.nalysis by the commodity specialists. Statistics 

of metal scrap production are collected by commodity specialists, but 

data on consumption by end use t,re collected by the Department of 

Comnerce. The Bureau of Census c<~rries out an integrc.,ted nation,,:,l 

collection each five years, but much of the mineral dCJ.t<:<. is not in the 

form required by the commodity specialists and/o~ does not allow for· 

sufficient dissection. The Bureau of Census publishes a Statistical 

Year Book, mineral statistics for which are provided mainly by the 

Bureilu of Mines. 
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There ic still considerable controversy uc to the pros 

, .. nd con:~ of transferrin{~ the res:ponsibility for statistical collection 

f,nd compilation to the commodity division. The commodity specLl.lists 

argue that they, the specia.lists, are best fi i:ted to SHY what data 0.1'8 

required, in Hhat fonn the infonnation should be collected, and how the 

collections should be compiled. Against this is the argument that 

collections are less standardized than previously, particularly where 

est imat ions have to be made, cmd that commodity specialists may not be 

collecting certc::in dt.t,., which eventuul1y m;::.y be required for new lineG 

of investigations. Any new collection involving ten or more respondents 

has first to be approved i:l.nd par-;:;ed by the Office of Management and 

Budget. vlhatever the ri(;hts and v:rongs of the decision I wc,s struck 

by the fect that deopi te the acknowledged l'readth and depth of the 

stc"\tistic2.1 collections, the comn-odity divisions in some c;:.,.ses do not 

hestitate to tdce detistica1 shortcuts t" achieve deadlines. For 

ex<~mp1e, sc;:mt attention is p,·dd to ex-mine vc~lues - these are often 

recorded as the product of meto.l content of concentrates and the 

aver~:ge price of the metal for the period under consideration. 

Estimations C.re ree.dily made to fill the inadequacies caused by poor 

rcsponfJe to questionnaires; and comr::odity delta summaries re1e",sed 

in Junuary often rely On d:ltistics coverine- only the period Januar.\,

October of the previous year. 

In an .::ttempt to rectify sorne of the ::::hortcomings of the 

statisticD.1 collections referred to atove and to provide support 

services to the Commodity Divisions as well as co~ordinating Bureau 

data Vii th data from other Government sources, the Bureau of Mines ho.s 

introduced an Office of Stdistics. The group, under the leadership 

of Hillard Hegberg, consists of 19 professionals and 13 support staff. 
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The group attempts to:

- develop means to improve quality, utilityi and timeliness

of statistical data.

- standardize reporting forms and to implement standard codes

and terminology.

- improve and develop faster and more reliable methods for

preliminary estimates.

- and conducts in—house training seminars on statistical

methods and techniques.

Commodity Study Division 

The statistical work of mineral commodity specialists has

been described above. The Division currently has a staff force of

98 professionals and 118 support staff divided into four groups which

deal with ferrous metals, fossil fuels, nonferrous metals, and non-

metallic minerals.^Basically, the work carried out by this group is

the same as that of our own mineral economists. Officers have a

technical background and carry out mineral intelligence and analysis

through close liaison with industry and other government agencies.

In effect, the work of the commodity specialist division focuses on

the following broad lines of operation:

- continuous mineral intelligence functions on 110 mineral

commodities and elements, more than 160 foreign countries,

and the individual states, territories, and possessions.

furnishing reliable, objective, and authcritative statements

as-a background to Bureau programs and in legislative and

executive actions.

- periodic studies on strategic commodities as a base for

mobilization evaluations, stockpile transactions, and technical

evaluations of industry status.
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periodic publications to inform Government, industry, and

the public of trends, impacts, and problems in all phases

of the mineral industry.

In addition to his own mineral speciality, the commodity

specialist is customarily assigned a U.S. State and a foreign country

in the mineral industry of which his own speciality figures prominently.

An experiment to divide the Division into two categories covering

mineral intelligence on the one hand and mineral analysis on the

other has been abandoned, and mineral commodity specialists continue

to be responsible for all aspects of their own commodity. Apart

from the obvious management problem and the odious comparison between

the respective ability of the two groups, it was found that only the

specialists had the necessary coverage of mineral intelligence to

permit meaningful analytical results.

Other groups within Mineral Supply rely heavily on the

data supplied by the Commodity Division as background information for

their own particular projects. The Commodity Division in turn is ably

supported by two other groups — the Liaison Officers Group and the

Office of Technical Data Services. The mineral commodity specialists

work closely with State and local agencies primarily through a corps

of 38 Liaison Officers who provide coverage in all 50 States and

Puerto Rico. Close working arrangements are made with taxation

authorities, economic boards, and university staffs, aimed at making

State mineral information consistent with national data, and at reducing

the burden on respondents by avoiding submission of similar reports

to both Federal and State agencies. The liaison officer sends a

monthly report of highlights in State mineral industry to the area

specialist in Washington.
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The Office of Technical Data Services provides support

to the Commodity Division by the acquisition, review, and distribution

of technical trade publication data and information on overseas mineral

industries for mineral commodity specialists. Technical Data Services

also compiles Mineral Year Book statistics on world production and

trade in minerals, and prepares and publishes Mineral Trade Notes.

In addition, the group prepares guidelines and schedules for the

Minerals Yearbook, Commodity Data Summaries, and other publications;

liaises with G.P.O. (Government Printing Office) and contract printers;

and statistically edits and proofreads the yearbook chapters. The

office of Technical Data Services consists of 3 professionals and

32 (I) support staff and carries out duties currently distributed

amongst our Mineral Economics Section, Publications & Information

Section, Statistical Office (Mining), and (hopefully) eventually by

mineral indexers and research officers.

Office of Economic Analysis 

Although this group has been in operation for some years

now, it is still difficult to make any definitive observation as to

their effectiveness. Sheldon Wimpfen, who took over the position of

Assistant Director — Mineral Supply from Dr W. Vogely, seems somewhat

disillusioned with the work results of the group. The mineral commodity

specialists complain of communication difficulties between themselves

and the economists. Whatever the rights and wrongs of the matter,

I think it can be sLdd that the Office of Economic Analysis has not

.blossomed into the effective force envisaged by Dr Vogely.^It is

- becoming increasingly evident that the economists need some technical -

background in the mining industry to draw realistic conclusions from

their various lines of investigation, and within the group itself

there is a move to strengthen the staff with mineral economics graduates
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from Pennsylvania State University and Colorado School of Mines.

Chief of the group is Mr Robert Johnson replacing Dr Brooks who

resigned his position and joined the Canadian Department of Energy,
;

Mines and Resources.^The staff consists of 14 professionals (full

strength is 21) of whom 10 are economists. Support staff is limited

to 2 sub—professionals and 4 clerical assistants. In summary, the

work of the group involves

continuous support to decision—makers in the Bureau and

the Department with information, analysis, and methodological

guidance.

mineral resource supply and demand problems with policy

implications including those related to the Mining and

Miner; is Policy lot of 1970, such as

interaction of mineral industries and overall economic

activity.

impact of international developments on the domestic mineral

industries.

environmental implications of mineral production and processing.

The main lines of investigations currently being undertaken within the

groups involve

preparation of price and production indexes as a background

to the revision of long—term forecasts by the commodity

specialists.

preparation of input—output sections for the Minerals Year Book.

econometric forecasting, e.g. to predict long—term copper

prices.

the effect on international trade in minerals of tariff barriers

etc.

the impact of changes in mining taxation on the profitability of

mining companies and the resultant effect on the overall economy.
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environmentLa implications of recommendations made by the

Bureau in connexion with mineral resources in primitive

and wilderness areas.

Minerals Availability . System .

The maintenance of intelligence concerning minerals reservus •

and the potential commercial availability of Minerals . from marginal

resources is an obvious component of the mineral supply function.

'In the past the Bureau's primary efforts in this regard were the

mineral availability studies that culminated in published reports,

:either Information Circulars or Reports of Investigation. While these

.studies were beneficial in providing an analysis of specific elements

of present and future economic supply, they ar“ound to be generally

inadequate for a quick response to the overall' information requirements

regarding he availability of minerals, especially for new information

obligations such as input to the Mining and. yinerals Policy Act

ewluations.. In recoenition of the need for more responsive and

dynamic information in this area, the Bureau of Mines has designed a

computerized mineral resource inventory designated the "Minerals

Availability System" (MAS). The current VAS effort stresses the

•collection and evaluation of basic information•to adapt it to an

ADP format.

Strategic Planning

The background to Strategic Planning, the methodology employed,

and the objectives of the operation, have been described in some detail

by L.C. Noakes (vide Record No. 1969/26). To quote:

"The strategic plan seeks a means of identifying probable

and possible changes in mineral supply—demand relationships

which might have some significant impact on the economy and
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the wellbeing of the United States. The basic

objective is to foresee and define events that

threaten an adequate, dependable, timely and

efficient flow of those materials which are

essential to support national goals and to meet

growing and changing industrial and social needs.

The essential products form a pattern of gUide-lines

that sw7gest where efforts might be effectively

applied to minimise the impact of such threats".

Sufficient to add here that the plan is now resulting in a mass of

detailed mineral data which is quite staggering in its coverage.

Examples of the results are held in our Mineral Resources Branch.

Strategic planning is headed by Paul Zinner, who is responsible to

the Director of the Bureau of Mines, Dr E.F. Osborn. Mr Zinner acts

as Director in Dr Osborn's absence, and it is said by some that Zinner

is responsible for much of the lone-term planning of the Bureau. The

staff of strategic Planning are few in number, but data from the

Minerals Availability System are heavily relied on and the results of

virtually all phases of work carried out in the various sections of

Mineral Supply are integrated to give a rationale for policy decision

making and forward planning unknown in former years.

Publications

Mineral Supply publishes the following on a recurring basis:

Minerals Yearbook

a.^Volume I, Metals, Minerals, and Fuels, which contain chapters

on more than 80 mineral and mineral fuel commodities esential

to the domestic economy.
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b. Volume II, Area Reports Domestic, which cover the mineral

industries of the 50 States and U.S. territories and

possessions.

c. Volume III, Area Reports International, presents the latest

mineral statistics for more than 130 foreign countries and

discusses the importance of minerals to the economies of

these nations.

Information Circulars — which are compilations and reviews of

various mineral industry activities and developments to provide

concise information for replies to enquiries.

Reports of Investigations — describe principal features and

results of minor investigations or phases of major investigations,

thus keeping the mineral industries and public informed on the

progress of original research.

Mineral Industry Surveys — cover a wide variety of timely statistical

reports designed to keep the public, business community, and

Government informed on trends in production, distribution, stocks

and consumption of selected mineral commodities. Prepared on a

monthly basis.

Mineral Trade Notes — a monthly compilation of information on

foreign minerals (excluding fuels) obtained from foreign service

despatches and other sources that may not otherwise be made

available promptly.

International Coal Trade — a monthly inventory of information on

coal from foreign service offices and other sources that may not

otherwise be made available promptly.

Commodity Data Summaries — released in January, this publication

is the earliest Government report providing mineral industry

data for the preceding year.
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International Petroleum Annual - provides worldwide data on

production, supply, demand and trade of crude petroleum and

refinery products.

Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970 - Mineral Supply provides

support and contributes analytical inputs to the annual report of

the Secretary of the Interior to Congress on the state of domestic

mining, minerals and mineral reclamation industries.

Of particular interest was the background to the preparation

and timing of the Minerals Yearbook, a diagrammatic representation of

which is given in Figure 2. Volume I, Metals, Minerals, and Fuels,

closely parallels our AMI Review, and in practice, preparation of

chapters for this volume is along the following lines. Manuscript

of each chapter after approval by the head of the commodity specialist

is passed direct to Technical Data Services for reconciliation of text

and statistics. The manuscript then goes to a Central Division of

Technical Reports for editorial review, is marked up by TDS and sent

to Printer. The galley proof is checked by the author and TDS and

returned for final printing. No page proof is pulled. As far as

timing is concerned, preparation of manuscripts commences in late

April and runs through to June. Each manuscript takes about a

fortnight to clear the division, and blocks of manuscripts are sent

to the Printer at regular weekly intervals. Preprints become available

beginning in early September, i.e. about four months after the sub-

mission of manuscript, and the overall aim is to publish the Year Book

by Christmas, i.e. about eight months after the first manuscripts are

made available. On the other hand if some printing mix-up occurs

(often because only one galley is prepared and checked), the Year Book

may be delayed a further 4-6 months. It should be emphasized that

publication of the Year Book within twelve months of the year which it

covers has seldom been achieved, and in some cases publication has been
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delayed by up to two years. In contrast, Mineral Industry Surveys

generally appear in January, but generally are based on statistics for

only January—October.

Timing of publication of the U.S. Minerals Year Book and

the Australian Mineral Industry Review is compared below:

Year Book^AMIR

M/S submitted^ April—July^August—November

Preprints available^September—December^November—December

Final publication^ December—June^March—April/May

It is interesting to note that

(1) Preparation of Year Book chapters can be commenced earlier

than for the AMI because of the earlier collection (albeit

less precise) made by mineral commodity specialists within

the Bureau of Mines.

The far greater coverage (in number) of preprints for

the Year Book extends the period of their release.

Publication of the AMI usually precedes the Year Book.

TSGS 7 COMMODITY PECIALISTS

The USGS features an Office of Mineral Resources (see

Figure 3) which includes a group of about 60 geologists listed as

specialists on mineral commodities. Commodity specialists and the

mineral commodities for which they are responsible are listed in

Appendix 3. The specialists operate from Washington, Denver, and

Menlo Park & Spokane. The group is concerned essentially with mineral

resources rather than reserves, which are largely the preserve of industry

and the Bureau of Mines.^In essence, the mineral inventories carried
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out by the Bureau of Mines cover the known mineral reserve position

of the nation. The work of the USGS will concentrate more on

"Hypothetical Resources" — potential latent ore in known mining areas,

and "Speculative Resources" — mineral resources in non—mined areas,

possible occurrence of which is based on environmental geological

evidence.

The Office of Mineral Resources is undertaking a new

program to assess the mineral resources of the United States and

selected foreign areas. The program is divided into two phases:

Phase I. A list of some 65 commodities has been selected and one or

more geologists have been assigned to prepare a short summary report,

averaging about twenty pages for each commodity. Phase I was commenced

in mid-1972 and is now ready for publication as Geological Survey'

Professional Paper 820 — U.S. Mineral Resources.

Phase II. Thirteen top—priority commodities of the 65 reported on in

Phase I have been selected to receive more in—depth appraisal down

through paramarginal reserves, submarginal reserves, and hypothetical

and speculative resources. Phase II is programmed for completion by

mid-1974.

Commodity studies and staffing of individual commodity

projects and regional evaluation of exploration by industry are being

carried out in regional branches, e.g. Central Mineral Resources Branch.

Resources analysis and compilation of results of Phase II are to be

carried out by a special group in Washington — the Office of Resource

Analysis. This unit will contain a computerized data bank, a resource

map section, a mineral economist, and eventually a geostatistician.

The mineral economist will introduce a new set of evaluation parameters

to provide guidelines as to what part of commodity resources may become

economic within future periods and at what specific price levels. The

geostatistician will be introduced to evaluate geologic and mineral

resource data by statistical methods.
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OTHER ORGINI2V_TIONS 

While in the United States, short visits were made to two

other organizations involved in work on mineral economics — Stanford

Research Institute at Menlo Park, California, and the ColOrado School

of Mines at Golden, Colorado.

StrdlAiInsi._t is one of the largest independent

research organizations in the world.^Its product is applied and basic

research, performed under contract for clients in business industry

and government throughout the United States and 65 other countries.

Of a staff of more than 2600, about two—thirds are professionals.

They work in interdisciplinary teams in research projects in the

physical and life sciences, electronics, radio sciences, information

science, urban and social systems, economics, management sciences, and

engineering systems.

Founded in 1946 under the auspices of Stanford University and

a group of West Coast industrialists, SRI was affiliated with Stanford

for nearly 25 years.^In march 1970 the institutions legally separated.

SRI is now a wholly independent, self—contained, non—profit, research

organization.

I visited the corporations headquarters at Menlo Park, a

suburban community about 35 miles south of San Francisco and a few

miles from the Stanford University campus, on 11- 12 April.

My principal interest was in the Mining and Mineral Economics

Branch of the Energy and Resources Economics Division (the latter is

under the direction of Sherman H. Clark). Discussions were held with:

Dean Beakerdite — Director, Mining, Re2ources & Metals Department

William V. Morris — Manager, Metals Economics

F. Alan Ferguson — Senior Industrial Economist, Industrial

Economics Division

E. Riggs Monfort III — Manager, Long Range Planning Service.
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Staff and Organization. Professional staff of the rining, Resources

and Metals Department usually have a degree in mining engineering,

metallurgy, or chemical engineering. In addition most of the members

have a Masters Degree in Business Administration. A prerequisite for

employment within the groups is seven years experience in industry.

Projects are essentially a team effort, and while permanent,

professional staff of the Mining and Mineral Economics group is presently

limited to eleven, 40-50 experts in related fields are available to

the group from within the SRI organizzAion. In some cases experts

outside the SRI may be invited to join the team on special projects.

It is interesting to note that no pure economists are employed in the

group, and only rarely are their services sought. The thinking is that

pure economists are too theoretical in their approach to mineral

economics and that meaningful dialogue is difficult. The SRI therefore

restricts staff in this field to industrial economists or occasionally

so—called applied economists, iee. those who have applied their economic

background to specific industrial problems.

The project leader for an investigation is chosen on an

ad hoc basis and is selected because of special expertise in a

particular line of research and because of managerial ability. The

project leader prepares a "proposal" for the investigation and submits

copies of this to the Director and the client. The "proposal" when

approved is passed on to research assistants for complete literature

check and compilation of relevant published statistics.^Contracts

for investigations are written on a fiscal period basis and prices come

high at about $350 per day.

Statistics. Basis statistics are collected and collated mainly from

government and institutional publications and company reports. Our

Mineral Industry Reviews, both annual and quarterly,•are eagerly sought
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and appreciated. Members of the group dealing directly with mineral

commodity investigations were enthusiastic about our regular publication

of mineral statistical bulletins, e.g. mineral sands, lead—zinc—copper,

tin, phosphate rock and sulphuric acid, and are keen to see an

extension of this service.

Fieldwork.^Individual members of the team conduct their field

investigations along very much the same lines as our own mineral

economists and mining engineers with person—to—person interviews with

governmental and semi—governmental groups and organizations and company

repreaentatives, supplemented where possible by visits of inspection

to minim', operations and plant installations.

As can be readily appreciated, researchers retained by a

particular company or group experience considerable difficulty in

obtaining some forms of company information, particularly in cases

where intra—industry competition is evident. For example, SRI when

retained by the Australian Rutile and Zircon Development Association

to carry out a survey of demand for and supply of zirconium and titanium

minerals found it almost impossible to get any information from DuPont

concerning flow sheets of TiO2 pigment production, costs of production,

or even projected demand for rutile and ilmenite by this major world

consumer of titanium ores.^It is not surprising then that researchers

prize highly a reliable and approachable contact and (as in our case)

confidences are meticulously observed.

Editing & Publication. The project leader is responsible for the

preparation of the final report. The draft report is passed to the

manager for technical comment and to the Department head for consideration

of legal implications and results and recommendations, e.g. pollution

aspect and land use conflicts associated with thedevelopment of a new
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mining project or processing plant. The draft is passed to a central

editorial group, returned to authors for any necessary changes, and

printed by SRI at Menlo Park. Distribution of printed copies is

strictly policed by the project leader, and the report is retained

within the Department involved in the investigation and does not find

its way to the central library. A large proportion of the reports

are transferred to microfilm, and the master copy includes a complete

set of all work sheets and background information used in the preparation

of the report.

Colorado School of Mines

The Colorado School of Mines at Golden, just outside

Denver, has recently introduced a post-graduate course in mineral

economics leading to a rasters degree in Mineral Economics. Up

until now, one Ph.D in mineral economics has been conferred. The

course is under the supervision of Dr Alfred Petrick, ex-Bureau of

Mines, Denver. The course, which is becoming increasingly popular, is

designed for graduates in geology, mining engineering, metallurgy,

and kindred sciences. The full-time course can be completed in three

semesters and covers a crash course in micro- and macro-economics and

more detailed treatment of the theory of international trade, discounted

cash flow, corporate borrowing, company financing, metal pricing, and

statistical methods.
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CUYENTS

During my stay of three weeks in the United States, talks

and interviews were held with between 50 and 60 individuals concerning

organization of staff, methodology, mineral intelligence and analysis,

forecasting, developments in mineral commodities, and mutual problem

areas. Information, comment, and personal views were presented by

a mixed group of governmental and institutional officers ranging from

the Assistant Director in the Bureau of Mines, through division and

branch chiefs, commodity specialists, statisticians, economists,

editors, research officers, and data processing experts.^It is not

surprising that with such a cross—section of informants there was

quite a diversity of areas of interest, and priorities differed depending

on the offices interviewed and the specific sector of the mineral

industry discussed. At times there was apparent conflict in opinion

between certain groups as to what duties and functions the relevant

organization should attempt to cover. .However, a set of basic

principles and agreement on common grounds emerged from the diversity

of views and coMments.

(1) The reliance on the background knowledge of mineral commodity

specialists for the provision of basic data for mineral

intelligence, mineral industry analysis and formulation of

government planning. In many cases commodity specialists are

able to concentrate on one major mineral alone, and with the

support -;taff provided, it is not surprising the depth and

coverage of the mineral industry achieved within the commodity

divisions.^The participation of commodity specialists in

official canvasses of mineral statistical data has certainly

improved the coverage and timing of these collections but has

possibly impaired the standardization of statistical collections.
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(2) Continued emphasis on economic analysis of the mineral

industry. However, in the U.S. Bureau of Mines, at

least, there has been a marked revision as to the role

and background of the economic analysts. This stems from

the growing conviction that economists must have a working

knowledge of the mi7eral industry and some technical back-

ground if they are to come up with meaningful and realistic

results and projections.^The visitor gets the impression,

from various groups within the Mineral Supply Division of

the Bureau of Mines, that the division is only now recovering

from a traumatic experience when official policy was to

emphasise the role of economic analysic at the expense of

mineral intelligence and to follow the line that what the

Bureau needed was not mineral comrodity specialists, but a

group specializing in the mineral industry as a unit.

The result was some confusion within the economic analysis

group resulting in loss of key staff, Dr Brooks to the

Canadian Department of Energy, Resources and Minerals,

Dr Petrick to the Colorado School of Mines, and a move to

recruit mineral economists rather than pure economists.

(3) The flexibility of various groups within a division and the

integration of these groups.^It has become common practice

to combine the expertise of several disciplines, on both

an intra—group and an inter—group basis, for a specific

project under the supervision and direction of a project

leader selected ad hoc. A similar degree of integration,

however, does not extend to larger divisions of a department,

e.g. USGS and the Department of Mines. In the latter there

is apparent overlap in the work of the mineral inventory Eroups

in the two organizations, the exception being in joint



investigations undertitken to assess the mineral resources

and potential of primitive and wilderness areas.

(4) The computerization and centralization of data banks for

input of mineral statistical and intelligence data from

miscellaneous sources. Output from the data banks provides

the data for such systems as MAS and MERIT described

previously and the background and intelligence information

for strategic plannint„ which as reached such a high level

of sophistic:Aion within the Bureau of Mines.
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CANADA

In Canada, involvement in and control of the mineral industry

at Federal level closely follows the lines of that in the United States,

and it is evident that many of the Canadian concepts have been

borrowed from and developed on guidelines provided by experience in

the United States. However, the development of mineral policy in

Canada has been facilitated by the benefit of some degree of hindsight,

and the Canadian groups dealing with mineral intelligence and analysis

appear to be more compact and co—ordinated than those of the United

States.^Like ourselves, Canada is a major world producer and exporter

of minerals and metals and the proximity of such a large producer/consumer

nation as the United States has resulted in both benefits and problems

concerning Canadian policy in the development, processing, trade l .and

control of its mineral resources.

While each of the ten Provinces of Canada has its own

autonomous Mines Department and Geological Survey, jurisdiction of the

large North—West Territories and offshore areas comes under Federal

control, and there is no doubt that the Federal Government in Ottawa

has played a major and influential role in the development of Canada's •

mineral resources.

The broad organization of the Department of Energy, Mines

and Resources (EMR) is given in Figure 4. The three main groups

dealing with the mineral industry are Mineral Development, Science

and Technology, and Energy Development, each with its Assistant Deputy

Minister answering to the Deputy Minister (Mr J. Austin who succeeds

Dr Isbister). Documentation and analysis of the Canadian mining - industry

are the responsibility of the Mineral Resources Branch of Mineral Development,

and in Ottawa my attention was centred on this Branch.
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MINERAL R.:SOURCES BRANCH 

The Mineral Resources Branch has been involved in the

collection and publication of mineral statistics and mineral commodity

analysis for well nigh 100 years, first as the Mineral Resources

Division created in 1886 as a division of the Geological Survey of

Canada, then as the nucleus of the Mines Branch created in 1906, then

as an independent division in 1956, and as an independent branch in

1968 currently with status equal to that of the Mines Branch and

Geological Survey of Canada.

The broad organization of the Branch is given in Figure 5.

The three divisions dealing directly with documentation and analysis

of the Canadian mineral industry are those of Minerals and Metals,

Resource Development, and Mineral Economics Research, each headed by ,

a Chief who reports to the Branch Director (Mr Keith Buck).

The Branch is about to be reorganized, emphasis being on a

lateral spread of responsibilities rather than up through a vertical

line of command. It is claimed that this will result in greater

flexibility in special project work, but I feel it will complicate

overall administrative organization. In the new organization, up

to seven policy advisers will communicate directly with the Deputy

Minister. Two separate committees will be formed to co—ordinate

the new organization — a Policy Committee to allot priorities, and

a Management Committee to co—ordinate and direct the work of the

various newly—created groups. Present staffing level of 150 (about

two—thirds of whom are professionals) will be increased to about 230.

However, as ^the time of writing (May 1973) the organization of the

Mineral Resources Branch was essentially that as described in Figure 5,

and it is on this basis that the following notes have been prepared.
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The Mineral Resources Branch currently has a staff of about

100 composed mainly of geologists, mining engineers, metallurgists, and

some geographers. However, because of salary and promotional consider-

ations, most of the positions within the Branch are classified as ES

positions, i.e. economic statisticians. Some comparison of salary levels

for various classifications is given in Appendix 4. Reorganization is

likely to lead to major staff changes and the introduction of policy

advisers from industry. In addition, the Branch will lose key men to the

Mineral Attache Service. Up until now, mineral attaches in Washington,

Tokyo, and Brussels have been provided by the Department of Industry,

Trade and Commerce. Similar positions have now been created in London
^1

and Canberra and will be filled respectively by Mr Keith Buck, Director

of the Mineral Resources Branch and Mr Allen Killin, head of the industrial

minerals section.

Although discussions were held with sectional officers within

all divisions of the Mineral Resources Branch, the following notes have

been condensed and confined to those sections whose operations are similar

to those of our own mineral economics and mining engineering sections.

Statistics Section 

For organizational convenience this section is in the Mineral

Economics Research Division, but perhaps would more logically appear in the

Minerals and Metals Division. The section is headed by Mr P. Goddard with

a staff of 12, of whom 7 are statisticians with an economic background.

The section liaises with Statistics Canada (formerly Dominion Bureau ofOiansus)

and assembles, evaluates, and integrates mineral statistics into the national

system and covers commodity and industry investment, employment, output, trade,

consumption, prices, and profits, on a regional, national, international; and

corporate bases. Statistics Canada collects a wide range of mineral statistics
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both monthly and annually, and the annual returns contain detailed

information on stocks, consumption, and even costs, although the

cost data do not allow a precise cost of production to be determined.

Close liaison on statistical matters is maintained between federal,

provincial, and industry interests, and regular meetings are held

between the groups to co—ordinate collections and tc standardize

forms. Copies of annual returns collected by Statistics Canada

are distributed to provincial census bureaus, provincial mines

departments, and to the statistical section of Energy, Mines and

Resources. It is again noteworthy that scant concern is shown for

reliable ex—mine values, which are generally equated with the refined

value of contained metal; production statistics are generally mine

shipments.

Preliminary annual statistics are collected by Statistics

Canada late in the calendar year, and this official statistical body

actually publishes estimated annual statistics often based on preliminary

statistics for the nine months January—September. This collection,

supplemented by personal collections undertaken by specialists in

the Metal and Minerals Division, provides statistical background for

a preliminary statement on the year's performance of the mineral industry,

issued in Jcnuary.^It is interesting to note that, because of its

long association with the collection of mineral statistics dating back

to the 1880s 7 the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources is still

empowered with statutory authority to collect mineral statistics.

Minerals and Metals Division

This division is headed by Dr W.C. Jeffery and comprises

the mineral commodity section and a small group which administers the

Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act (EGMA) and carries out engineering

examinations of gold producers in order to assess allowable expenditures
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under the Act.^In addition, the Division includes a Special Studies

Section which maintains economic studies in the development of substitutes

and inter—material competition; initiates studies, monitors research,

and analyses the economic impact of technological developments on

mineral and metals economics; and analyses secondary metal markets

and trade in their relation to mineral supply and demand.

The mineral commodity specialists are divided into four

sections — Industrial Minerals Section, Ferrous Section, Nonferrous

Section, and. Mineral Fuola Section staffed with 24 mineral economiats

supported by 3 commodity research officers. Each commodity specialist

monitors one major commodity. Minor commodities are grouped and

spread over the commodity specialists in the four sections. The

intelligence work of the commodity specialists is basically along the

lines carried out by our mineral economists, but, as might be expected,

in greater depth particularly in consumption, fabrication, and

developments in metal research.^Commodity specialists maintain close

liaison with industry, and a flood of two—way information is maintained

between industry and Government. Commodity specialists spend up to

two months in the field each year, usually in periods of 1-2 weeks.

As with our own section, the intelligence, documentation, and analysis

of the Minerals and Metals Division provide the basis for advice to

Government. This takes the form mainly of recommendations on federal

mineral policy matters affecting specific minerals or groups of minerals,

and analysis and advice on existing and proposed policy and its

implications on mineral resource development and exploitation in Canada,

king into account foreign government policies and such factors as

domestic and foreign mineral supply'and demand, and changing technology

and markets. The Division provides advice and co—ordination between

government departments and agencies in mineral projects of mutual

interest, and mineral commodity specialists represent the Department and/or

Government on committees and international groups related to the mineral

industry.
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Commodity specialists do not compile national mineral

inventories, but their background knowledge and mineral intelligence

are used widely by the Resource Development Division in compiling

these inventories.

The main published output of the Minerals and Metals

Division is he Canadian Mineials Year Book, individual chapters of

which are prepared by the mineral commodity specialists. A preliminary

summarized version of the Year Book is published by the Canadian

Yining Journal in its February edition following the close of the

calendar year. The material for this summary is prepared by the

Minerals and Metals Division and must be in the hands of the CMJ

editor by the latter half of January. As a quid pro quo, the CMJ

publishes this material as an official bulletin of the Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources in Maroh. Statistics used are estimated

on. the basis of preliminary data from Statistics Canada, provincial

government sources, and compilations prepared by commodity specialists

from company sources. Advance chapters of the Yearbook are prepared

early in the year following the calendar year concerned and are published

as separate loose-leaf pamphlets in the period May-September. Statistics

in the preprints are all preliminary and in some cases incomplete.

Complete, official statistics based on the official Statistics Canada

collections do not appear until publication of the Minerals Yearbook.

Deadline for this is set as December following the year concerned, but,

as in the case of our own AMI, the Yearbook is not generally available

until 3-6 months after the deadline.

All commodity chapters included in the Minerals Yearbook

are technically edited within the Minerals and Metals Division.^It is

interesting to note that the policy content of the chapters is also

cleared for publiction within the Mineral Resources Branch without

recourse to higher authority.
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Resource Development Division

This division contains the National Mineral Inventory Section

and the associated Evaluation and Development sections, the Resources

Potential Evaluation : .;ection, and the Northern and Regional Development

Section. The Division also co—ordinates the Department's foreign aid

activities, and provides authoritative advice in the field of mineral

taxation and legislation.

National Mineral Inventory Section. The systematic recording of

information of Canadian mineral occurrences was begun prior to 1900

by the Mineral Statistics and Mines Division, the predecessor of

the present Mineral Resources Branch. The advent of World War 19

and with it the shortages which developed in some essential mineral

commodities, demonstrated the inadequacy of information on mineral

deposits, and the system was revised in 1918. Bowever t the recording

of information was sporadic and it was not until 1959 that a reassessment

of the inventory resulted in its being reactivated under a revised

format and system that, with a few minor changes, is still in effect.

In the past, the national mineral inventory program of the Mineral

Resources Branch has focused on a inventory of known occurrences of

each mineral commodity in Canada. The current inventory aims at

assessing the reserves of the various mineral commodities and will

form part of a computerized data bank on the Canadian mineral industry.

Physically, the Inventory consists of cards (8"x11") each of which

contains a description of a particular mineral occurrence. The cards

are filed under mineral commodity by province and by National Topographic

System Unit (N.T.S.), and are cross—referenced by name and N.T.. area.
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Descriptions of occurrences are broken down under the following

headings:

1. Commodity 6. Description of Deposit

2. Name 7. Associated Minerals or Products
of Value

3. Location
8. History of Exploration and Development

4. Reference No.
9. History of Production

5. Owner or Operator
10. Remarks

The section is headed by Mr Ken Ewing supported by 6

professionals (geologists and mining engineers). Close liaison is

maintained with provincial authorities, and external ad hoc professional

staff are widely employed to retrieve and compile mineral reserve

data on 4 provisional basis.

Resource Potential Evaluation Section. The section headed by

Dr Jan Zwartendyk develops and maintains a comprehensive knowledge

of Canada's economic mineral potential of both known reserves and

latent resources as a basis for regional and national economic planning

and policy formulation. To achieve the latter objective it formulates,

implements, and evaluates program plans and policies to obtain an

optimum level of exploration, production, and further processing based

on integrated analysis of possible government action including infra-

structure investment, legislative and institutional changes, and social

and physical science research programs and priorities. Some of the

stff have formal training in geology or mining engineering but their

interest is mainly academic, and the disciplines are chiefly economics,

geography, and social science.
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The Resource Potential Evaluation Jection monitors the

nation's changing mineral resources position and co—ordinates the

work of the National Mineral Inventory Section and the various provincial

deprtments in the compilation of mineral reserves, and the work of

commodity geologists in the Geological Survey of Canada and other

scientific organizations in the delineation of areas of latent resources.

These background data provide the basis for the 'evaluation and implementation

of the optimum level of exploration, and for the indentification and

evLluation of national mineral development opportunities and constraints.

Northern and Regional Development ection. The work of this section

is really an extension of the operation of the Resource Potential

Evaluation Section more directly applied to the North—West Territories

and Yukon Territory. The section plans, implements, evaluates, and

co—ordinates programs to improve the contribution of mineral resources

to northern and regional growth in the provinces through exploration,

production, further processing, transportation, and shipment. Programs

are designed to take account of economic, social, and legislative

viewpoints, in harmony with environmental and resource development

objectives. The work of the section is basically one of planning and

co—ordination, and fieldwork undertaken by officers of the section is

on an ad hoc basis only.

Mineral Economics Research Division 

The Economics Research Division headed by Dr David Brooks

comprises a professional staff of 20 1 of which about two—thirds have

a technical background mostly in geology or engineering, the remainder

being economists who have been connected with natural resources in

some form or other. The latter group from time to time are subjected

to crash—courses in the earth sciences, and overall, there appears to
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be much better liaison : . nd rapport between the Economic Research Division

and other divisions within the Mineral Resources Branch than is the

case with corresponding groups within the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

The Division is divided into four main sections — futures

research, economic analysis, environment;A. and social studies, and

statistics — the work of which has been described previously in this

report.

Futures Research ect ion. The original aim of the section was to

co—ordinate and integrate the activities and opinions of various groups

within the Vineral Resources Branch and to maintain a comprehensive

long—term model on the outlook for the Canadian mineral industry, the

major technical, economic, corporate trends and relationships within

the industry, and the key national and international factors affecting

development of the industry and management of the nation's mineral

resources.^In practice, the section's main role is concerned with

the preparaticn of long—term projections of levels of demand for

minerals and metals on a domestic and world scale.^In this, close

liaison is maintained with mineral commodity specialists in the

Minerals and Metals Division and with the Resource Potential Evaluation

Section which deals with the long—term supply position. The section

is also responsible for the preparation of the General Review section

of the Minerals Yearbook.

Economic Analysis Section.^In broad terms, the work of the section

falls into three main categories:

research on the realized and potenUal economic performance

of mineral resource development and mineral industry behaviour

on the economy relative to mineral policy objectives and

national goals.
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identific•tion, evaluation, and recommendation on broad

mineral policy alternatives and other policies affecting

minerals, concerned with capital, investment, and finance;

manpower supply and demand; research innovation; further

processing, marketing, and trade; multinational corporations;

pricing and contractual arrangements.

development of a competent and specialized economic research

team for use throughout the Yineral Resources Branch,

employing quntitative methods and economic concepts, and

maintenance of professional liaison with counterparts in

other organizctions.

The Economic Analysis Section is subdivided into the micro—

and macro—economics groups. The macro—group are currently producing

a paper on 'National impact study effects of mineral industry on a

variety of national economic and social indicators ald multipliers'.

The micro—group are involved in financial and corporate analysis of

selected sections of the minerals industry, and the expansion of a

mining firm model to better reflect different sectors of the minerals

industry.

Environmental and ;ocial 3 -tudies ection.^Research is directed towards:

measurement and economic importance of the impact cf the

mineral industry on environmental quality; evaluation of

environmental standards on mineral development; and analysis

of harmonization objectives with non—renewable resource objectives.

assessment of and a recommendation on mineral development

proposals relative to environmental objectives and regulations.

the relation between mineral industry and the social aspirations

of workers and communities in remote and single—enterprise towns.

This line of research also attempts to define and evaluate the

problems facing economic and social adjustment from mine closure.
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The section is currently carrying out a comprehensive survey of

recycling of scrap metal in an attempt to compare conventional and

social costs of using new and recycled materials.

COI/ITT:NT

The work of the Mineral Resources Branch falls into three

well defined areas — mineral intelligence, mineral inventory and

regional development, and economic analysis and forecasting. As

in the case of the U.`i. Bureau of Mines output of the mineral commodity

specialists is regarded as indispensable background for most .projects

undertaken in other divisions of the Mineral Resources Branch. Mineral

economists, the commodity specialists of the Minerals and Metals Division,

have a technical background but are encouraged to undertake some formal

training in economics if they have not already done so. Work coveraee

of the mineral economists is basically the same as our own, but the

larger numbers in the Canadian systems allow for a greater degree of

specialization end mineral intelligence work in greater depth. The

mineral economists prepare individual chapters of the Canadian Minerals

Yearbook, but the General Review which descries the performance of

the Canadian mineral industry in the context of the national economy

is prepared within the Mineral Economics Research Division. The

mineral economists are well supplied with statistics (although few

official statistics are available any earlier than our own)., and

many of the preprint chapters of the Yearbook are published within

six months of the close of the calendar year concerned. However, the

Yearbook itself is not published until up to 18 Months after the close

of the ye:T.^In addition, the mineral economists publish articles

on particular facets of the mineral industry at irregul ar intervals,

provide advice to Government and industry, and represent the Department
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and/or lovernment at interdepartmental meetings and on international

mineral committees.^However, the mineral economists are not directly

concerned with the national minerals inventory nor long—term demand

projections, for which the Resource Development Division and the

rineral Economics Research Division are responsible.

Liaison within the Mineral Resources Branch is well

develcped and there are many examples of integrated team work using

the special expertise of several groups within the branch on specific

projects.^The liaison and co—operation stem, I think, mainly from

the efforts of the Director, Mr Keith luck, and his enthusiasm for

regular interdivisional meetings and seminars. Even so, one hears

complaints from some sections that prcjects undertaken by the Mineral

Economics Branch Division are too theoretical and have no practical

application, and reference is made to 'those boys up there in their

ivory tower'.
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4. UNITED KINGDOM

INSTITUTE CF GhOLOGICIL SCIENCES

Following recommendations of the Brundett Committee in

1965, the Geological Survey of Great Britain, the Museum of Practical

Geology, and the Overseas GeologicL1 Surveys were incorporated to

form the Institute of Geological Sciences. Organization of the

Institute is summarized in Figure 6.

The work of the Institute is considered in detail by an

advisory committee upon which industry, government departments,

the universities, and senior officers of the Institute are represented.

The committee reports to the Natural Environment Research Council

(N.E.R.C.). The Institute is funded by the Department of Education

and Science, but, following recommendations of the recent Rothschild

Committee, other government departments which receive direct aid

from the Institute contribute to its budget; e.g. Department of

the Environment finances assessment of British construction materials

resources undertaken by the Institute.

Of particular interest to the writer was the Mineral Resources

Division of the Institute, which developed from the Mineral Resources

Department of the former Overseas Geological Surveys formed in 1947

to provide liaison between, and scientific servites for, geological

survey organizations in British territories overseas. While sections

of the Mineral' Resources Division continue to collect and compile

mineral intelligence on overseas mineral resources, the main activities

of the Division are now assessment of domestic mineral resources and

compilation of data on the domestic mineral industry.
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The Mineral Resources Division headed by Mr A.A. Archer is

divided into three sections — the Mineral Intelligence Unit and the

Mineral Statistics & Economics Unit, housed at the Institute's London

headquarters at Exhibition Road, and the Mineral Assessuent Unit at

Knightsbridge.

Mineral Intalligence Unit

The unit consists of 9 geologists and 4 indexers supervised

by Mr W.A. Campbell.^some of the unit's work is closely allied to

that of our own mineral economists and consists basically of the

documentation of details of mining, processing, trade, marketing,

and utilization of economic minerals. However, the Mineral Intelligence

Unit places considerably more emphasis on the geological occurrence

and prospecting aspects of mineral deposits than does the Mineral

Economics Section in BMR. The difference in emphasis is not

surprising when it is considered that few if any members of the unit

have formal training in economics and, logically enough, they function

as geologists rather than as mineral economists.

The Mineral Intelligence Unit continues the work of the

Mineral Intelligence Section of the former Cverseas Geological Survey

in the preparation of world reviews of particular mineral commodities

which :/•.e published as monographs, the latest being a study of

'Phosphate'. However, priority for this work has been superseded

by that entailed in the preparation of 'dossiers' on minerals produced

in the United Kingdom or of importance to the U.K. economy. This

work is carried out on behalf of the Mineral Resources Consultative

Committee and in co—operation with other government departments.

The first dossier produced was that on 'Fluorspar' published in

September 1971.^Subsequently, dossiers on sand and gravel, barytes,

celestite, fullers earth, tungsten, and sulphur have been prepared.
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In mid-1971 the U.K. Government announced that financial

assistance to the extent of 35 percent of costs would be provided to

companies exploring for deposits of non—ferrous metals, fluorspar,

barium minerals, and potash. As a result, there was a marked increase

in interest by mining and prospecting companies in the search for

such deposits, with increased demand for mineral intelligence and

advice from the Mineral Intelligence Unit.^In this work the unit

works closely with the Department of Trade and Industry, which is

responsible for the administration of the incentive scheme..

The Mineral Intelligence Unit maintains a classified mineral

index which now contains upwards of half a million entries. The card

index is basecLon mineral categories subdivided under some 40 headings

covering country, uses, mining, metallurgy etc. SeveraI.attempts

have been made to computerize the system, but the index continues

to function successfully, if not wholly efficiently, as a simple card

index. A similar card index system was initiated by the HMR Mineral

Resources Branch in 1968.

Mineral Statistics and Economics Unit 

The Unit is headed by Mr R.A. Healing, an economist, who is

supported by three scientific staff (2 geologists^1 geologist with

a geographic background) and 6 research officers. The groupis

responsible for the preparation and publication of the annual 'statistical

Summary of the Mineral Industry' which has been recognized internationally

as a mineral statistics reference since 1921. Data for this publication

are compiled from official production and trade statistics for most

countries in the world, supplemented bz- statistics obtained from

commercial and industrial sources. Mr Healing expressed his regret at

the increasing trend in Australian mineral export statistics to lump exports

of certain commodities into one cell, e.g. bauxite, nickel, and manganese

ores.
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After several frustrating years of attempting to standardize

and compile domestic mineral production and trade statistics, and

after innumerable interdepartmental meetings, the Mineral Statistics

and Economics Unit now considers. it is finally in a position to

publish a Statistical Minerals Year Book for the United Kingdom.

Over the years, collection of domestic mineral statistics

has been badly fragmented, with the Board of Trade (now under the

Department of Trade and Industry) collecting some production data,

the Department of Environment collecting quantum data for construction.

materials, and the Department of Customs and Excise collecting trade

statistics which in many cases did not allow the extraction of data

on individual minerals. Although the Business Statistics Office

(formerly the Census Office) each five years undertook a Census of

Production, which included some value data as well as quantum data,

much of the information was confidential, coverage was restricted to

major producers, and the latest Census is for 1968 only. As far as

domestic production of refined metals was concerned, the Department of

Trade and Industry depended on data puhlished by trade associations

and world metal associations e.g. ITC and WNFS.

However, under pressure from the I.G.S., the Business

Statistics Cffice will now undertake an annual collection of 'Minerals

Raised' which, while not providing value data will give some coverage

of mineral production and consumption. This information, supplemented

by trade data provided by Customs and Excise, will bring together in

one volume mineral statistics currently scattered over several

publications, as well as data not currently published. The Statistical

Minerals Year Book will cover calendar year 1972 and is planned for

publication in late 1973.
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The Mineral Economics work of the unit is concerned chiefly

with forecasts concerning trends in processing, balance of trade and

. payments, consumption, and end—use patterns.^Considerable effort

has leen putinte an attempt to analyse the long—term effects on

mineral trade of the United Kingdom's entry into the EEC.

Mineral Assessment Unit (Dr R.G. Thurrell)

The Mineral Assessment group was 'set up in mid-1968 to

meet the needs expressed by several government departments for more

precise data on the availability and distribation of domestic supply

of industrial minerals, particularly of building aggregates, longterm

supplies of which were in some doubt. Sand and gravel was chosen as • •

the first s&ject for investigation, and results of the work are now

being published progressively under the general title of 'Assessment

of British ;and Gravel Resources'.^The work.ie.supperted by the •

Department of the Environment in co—operation with the .Sand  and Gravel

Association of Great Britain, and aims at not only.providing information

on indicated reserves of sand and gravel, but also provides additional

data in forward land use planning. Geological mapping of known

occurrences is carried out at a scale of 1:25 000. Drilling' on a

contract basis is undertaken with conventional •shell and auger rigs. .

Assessment of sand and gravel will be followed by'a•similar assessment

of limestone resources. The Geochemical Division is currently under-

taking a regional survey of resources of nonferrous metals.
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COM. ENT

There is little doubt that the I.G.S. is a world leader

in the collection and publication of mineral statistics on production

and trade. However, the Statistical Unit of the Mineral Resources

Division sees increasing difficulties in the collection of some world

trade statistics, and it is likely that publication of the S.S.M.I.

will be further delayed over and above the current delay of about

18 month.^StAisticsi coverave iind documentation of the domestic

mining industry is far from complete, and the publication of a

Minerals Statistical Yearbook in 1973 is an effort to improve the

position.^It is interesting to note that the Australian Mineral

Industry Annual Review has been chosen as a model for this work.

However, I think we can certainly learn from the Division with regard

to the mineral index and the asessment of construction material.

Although officers within the Mineral Resources Branch of BR keep

their own index based along the lines of that of the Documentation

Unit in the I.G.S. Mineral Resources Division, the completeness and

the systematic approach to the latter highlights the necessity of

full—time indexers to achieve these ends. The intensive campaign

being mounted by the Assessment Unit of the Mineral Resources Division

on domestic resources of construction materials points up our deficiencies

with regard to production and resource data of these 'bulk' materials,

although some State surveys are tackling the problem.

1
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5. FRITCE

Two and a half working days were spent in France, one

full day with the Ministry of Industrial and Scientific Development

(MISD) in Paris and the remainder with the Bureau de Recherches

Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM) at Orleans La Source.

The documentation, analysis, and planning of the mineral

industry in France is mainly under the control of MISD and BRGM.

My visit to the relevant sections was organized by Mr C. Beaumont,

Director—General of BROM.

Ministry of Industrial and Scientific Development 

The Ministry is a French Government department staffed

by civil servants, an important function of which is the administration

of the mining industry in France and in its overseas territories.

The three divisions of MISD directly concerned with the mineral

industry are Industrial Mobilization, oriented towards emergency

planning in the sense of the U.S. Office of Emergency Preparedness

(CEP); the Planning Division, which is also responsible for the

collection and compilation of French mineral statistics in co—operation

with the National Institute of Statistics; and the Division of

Technology and Mining, which includes groups dealing with and

administering the supply of minerals, metals, and construction materials,

providing geological services and monitoring technological investigations

and environmental facets of the mining industry, and administering the

French Directorate of Mines. The latter consists of 12 provincial

Mines Departments which administer the mining act throughout the

95 departments of metropolitan France.
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The Division of Technology and Mining headed by Mr Isautier,

has the overall responsibility of mining and geological services in

France monitors the operations of BROM, and provides a policy secretariat

to the Minister concerning mining and environmental problems and the

long—term supply of minerals.

Until recently, compilation of mineral statistics and

mineral documentrAion were carried out within the Department by the

Bureau of Mineral Documentation. However, the National Institute

of Statistics has now integrated its statistical collections and

mining statistics which are published in Statique de L'Industrie

Minerals are not available now for about two years after the close

of the calendar year concerned. Mining statistics are presented in

considerable detail and are compiled from information provided on

standard forms by mining companies, Mines Department representatives

in various centres, Chambers of Mines, and government agencies.

Of course, the limited number of operational mines and smelters in

France facilitates the collection and compilation of mining statistics.

As is the case in most countries, lack of comprehensive quarry statistics

is the main gap in the overall collection.

Mr Francois Callot is the Director of Mineral Documentation

within MISD and the Editor of the periodical 'Annales des Mines'. This

is a monthly review of the mining industry which in the.August—September

edition produces an annual review along the lines of our Australian

Mineral Industry Annual Review. The annual edition'of 'Annales

des Mines' covers mineral commodities under the headings of salient

statistics, production, prices, trade, consumption, and world situation,

but the list of mineral commodities covered is not as comprehensive

as that of the AM nor is the information as detailed. Previously,

minine statistics were channelled directly to Mr Callot's group by
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the National Institute of Statistics.^Introduction of the integrated

census seems likely to adversely affect the timeliness of the 'Annales

des Mines'. Emphasis on the work of the Bureau of Mineral Documentation

has now leen shifted to the collection and compilation of information

on mining developments overseas, which is fed into the BRGM computer

at Orleans.

BROM

The BRGM is a semi—governmental body which carries out

the fundamental duties of a national geological survey and which

undertakes e:zploration for and development of mineral resources,

except hydrocarbons and radioactive materials, both in France and

abroad. Its activities are very broad, but can be summarized as

follows:

fundamental studies concerning geological mapping, general

and applied geology, geophysics, geochemistry, veological

documentation, mineralogy

mining, research, general prospecting, study, and exploitation

of ore deposits

study and search for underground waters'

engineering geology, public works, civil engineering, roads

etc.

These BRGM activities are channelled into two distinct lines of service:

in Prince, the Direction du Service Geologique National acts

for Me Government in various public services related to earth

sciences.

in, France and overseas, the Direction des Recherches,Minieres

et des Travaux a l'Etranger undertakes mineral prospecting,

either or its own account or in association with French or

foreign partners. However, while BRGM can initiate exploration
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and form exploration groups in foreign countries, BRGM seldom 

holds a controlling equity in an oper3.ting mining' company. 

Apccrt from its agencies in F'rench-spei:iking Africa, in r!.adagascar, and 

in overseas French Departments and Territories, BRm1 has set up agencies 

in vt:rious countries not wi thin the franc area, such as Saudi Arabia, 

AustrLtlia (Screm), Canada, Brazil, Greece, Libya, ~'ralaysia, Peru, and 

Turkey. 

The BOOM annual budget is about 138 million francs (e.bout 

$A23 million) ,finance "heing provided by [;};e French Government as a 

direct subsidY, interne.tional funds for technical co-operation (U.N .0., 
.;. 

F.A.O.) ,foreign governments (Gabon, Saudi Arabia), and from v;'rious 

public ilnd pr~v;.;.te companies in \'lhich BRm.~ has equity or for which 
.~ 

work is carri~d out. 

Petmanent staff numbers 1300, about half of which are 

professionnls+. In addition, BRGM has on call experts in the fields 

of 'geology 2.ndmining who may act ::::.s co-ordinating advisors in ve.rious 

disciplines. 

My'two chiefs contacts in BRGfI! t1ere r'~r Robert Lautel, the 

BRGM representative for Australia, and r,~r Jean-Pierre Gautsah at 

Orleans La Source. Nr Gautsch with a team of 6 mining engineers 

co-ordim,tes the work cf the Mineral Studies troup of ~1r Bedouret 

and the nta,tisticul compilation and document;.ction of Mr Cdlot in 

Paris with economic Gtudies and feasibility studies of the mineral 

depo(;its group ;,~nd the documentation and computer groups in Orleans. 

The, main role of the mineral deposits group headed by 

f\~r Lammore, is to define and compare potential new area!3 of mineral 

exploration arip. development, and to ;1nvestigate the possibility of 

BRCW purticipation in selected mining companies. Some aspects of the 

work cover that of the roving commission of the so-called 'Promoteurs', 

but the duties of the mineral depo~:its group go much farther. A 
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team generally comprising a geologist, a mining engineer, a 'mineral

economist', and a legal officer have overall supervision of defining

action areas, general prospecting, assessment of the deposits, studying

the economics of production, and arranging participation in joint

ventures if desirable. The mining deposits group is supported by

the work of the mineral studies group, who, like our mineral economists,

keep in close touch with the world mineral industry and specific

mineral comnodities. However, officers of the mineral studies group

appear to approach commodity studjes somewhat on an ad hoc basis,

depending on which minerals have a high priority for mineral search.

As would be expected the croups are directly involved in feasibility

studies, and the compilation of comprehensive cost data is a feature

of their work.

At Orleans the documentation group headed by Mr Dellas

collects and collates data on geosciences from many sources from the

BRGM representatives in overseas countries, from mining and technical

journals and reports, and from data collected by BRGM under statute —

in France, subsurface data on mining or drilling deeper than 10 metres

are by law collected within BRGM by the 'Banque des Donne3s du Sous—Sol'

group.^Information is computerized and put on magnetic tape for

retrieval, and the documentation group each month publishes a biblio-

graphical series of earth sciences.^The monthly bulletin on exploration

and mineral economics is particularly relevant to our own work.

The data bank maintained and controlled by BRGM provides

background data for the newly appointed Commission on Mineral Supply,

of which Mr Gautsch is the secretary.^Over the years, mineral

production in metropolitan France has waned, and, with the loss of

French colonies and increasing domestic consumption, the deficit in

mineral trade has increased progressively. A Commission on Mineral
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Supply has therefore been set up to co—ordinate the planning of both

public and private sectors of the industry, and to keep the Government

informed on developments in this area. The Commission aims to represent

Government at the political and administration levels, semi—public

organizations, and private industry. In addition to the Department

of Industrial and Scientific Development (which provides the Commission's

president) other departments involved in mineral supply have cne or

more representatives. Included are the Departments of Defence, Foreign

Affairs, and Economy and,Finance. On the administration level, the

industrial mobilization and planning divisions also have representatives

— in all 11 members.^Semi—public organizations — Committee for

International Trade (C.F.C.E.), the Metals Import Distribution Board

(G.I.R.M.) and BRGM — send observers as does the Federation of Metals

and Raw Minerals Corporation (F.M.M.B.)., which represents private industry.

COMMENT

Involvement of the French Government in its mineral industry

is oriented mainly towards the problem of supply, and the main objective

of the Ministry of Industrial and Scientific Development is the

identification and development of deposits and the procurement of

metal supplies both in Metropolitan France and abroad. BRGM plays

a vital role towards this end. Most minerals are imported as concentrates,

e.g. lead, zinc concentrates, for domestic processing; the main

exception is copper imports, which because of lack of domestic smelting

capacity are largely in the form of refined metal.
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The sophisticated index maintained by BRGM at Orleans

provides a comprehensive bibliography and documentation of geosciences,

which covers the geosciences not only in France but also overseas.

Statistical coverage of the domestic mineral industry . follows the same

pattern as our own, and like our own suffers from unavoidable delays

in the finalization of annual data. However, collection of domestic

mineral statistics in France is facilitated by reason of the comparatively

limited number - of mines and smelters operating in France, and by the

ease of obtaining data from the various Government agencies connected

with the mineral industry. Of particular interest to our Mineral

Resources Branch is the impressive collection of mining cost data

available for feasibility study projects.

The intimate association of the Government and the private

sector of the mining industry is exemplified by the concept of BRGM

and its operations, and the organization of the Commission for Mineral -

Supply. While inter-government and industry committees and groups

of this nature are by no means unknown in Australia e.g. Australian

Tin.Advisory Committee, Australian Copper Producers Association, AMLM,

Joint Coal Board, .Lead-Zinc Study. Group, we have nothing to approach

the broad integration of the public and private sectors within the

French system. Of course, the virtual nationalization of the French

mining industry undoubtedly lends it self to this form of central

administration.
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JAPAN 
~ 

+n JF.'.piltn the minj,p.r nuq. mE;ltq,ls inc;ll.,u'ltry is largely conh'olled 

. and mQn:i.iQ:r'ed by th~ ~~in~$tp,y (':If ;rnt~l1national Trade <;l.nd Industry. This 

. is f;\. m~ml'fl(i)~h d~~ar1;m~nt s1.),bdJv:td~d ~ntQ ,nn,rn~r9\lS bu.X'eaus covering a 

m;\.n~~t~r:i.a.l $e~J;'0tq,;r~p,'t;, ;l,ntel"nq~~pnq.l. '\;l1C!.q,e, tl'l~.l.I;te i;l.nc;l development, 

inc,tp,l;;t:r~i;tl :pql:i,c,Y, el1"iri:\ln.rnfiu'lrl;~~ J,ll1p'i;eqtion and safety, heavy industry, 

ohem:i.oc,·l ~nQll.stry, te:x;tU~ ;-:n~ mm(.)la~ me1"~hm1d:i,ne. mineral"J, oil ;,nd 

<;P'.I.~ lntning', pubLic uti~ihfJJ'. indu::;'t;r~u:.~ f.;o;ienpc 1:l,nd teohnology, as 

WqJ.l as a,numbef pf tl.genqi,es nuoh (j,~l'the pc,l.1;~nt ,;ganey, :md the met:.11ic 

rnin\2lr[l.~f:; ~:x:p~p;r",t ~()nHg!:fMW t 

~'he.. c.:r<":::·~~r mo~t. i)vt;~wew1; to '~hew;riter were the Minera'ls, 

Oil. and CQ{l.~ rirti.ne 13\l:re~\l.( soon 11',(:( becpmb;"ne.Q. with '~he Pll.blic 

ut nit J~g J3Ul"e<,.,q), f~nd. th~~~a~~l.pgh ;md $1:e,1; i:;rtios Department. 

r~.~f:~rl~,~, ,;});~a· \:;t~r-t ~tfi ~.?,\ii~ ,'pe;gw.x;~V!e~t 

'l'hfl dep;rtlT!~l'l'\; is· :pesp()]'i~ib+e fp'p the Qom,Pil'1tion of stc~t.isticf.) 

cover~ng OQrlll)1c;roCI1l, ind.~Jili(~·y, nnd mtning ;i.n Jupan, and ie slJ.bdivided into 

eleven d~v:j.f;iolw vlith ~~p::':rGJ.ta Q.iv~.Gipnf~ -fQP 090:1, hon a.nd steel, 

Ghelll~p;l~·,,:·.lId :he 1i,:i,nj.!I{. ;.I'lQ.ust.r;y in g~j'l~):';l, ]!;v.cl} eli virdon dist l'i bd ef; 

~J'tanq.l,:rq. t9tms,i;lnd C.O~~i.vf!j;Qn ape], f!(!)ITIPU;;;rh;i.pn pf relevant st .. tistics are 

(~el'l~rLp;y ml.~d,Eil mQn.thl~, 'r.h,~;resu).t ts po rn~ss of !i1:l.neral data, most of 

Wllioh c.repub;t~$h.~9. Ql1 a mQnthl,l,' basis ancJ. ool19.tcd into a fJ"ceiistical 

:-.'cl .• r't>pok. In p;.,l'ltipula:r, ~he d.ep"\:rtm~n.t publir:;hes Industrial Stc.tistics , . , 

y; onthl;y, wh:l.oh prov:i.des int~g;r,::I;\ild G~ntir;tiop of the mining-and manufacturing 

inQ:u~t:Dies~ HQp,,,,,,ac,iju/:r1;eq. an4 p~F.l.('lQn1;\b~;r q.Q.jl.lSted index 8eri~FJ are 

<l.VD,ih •. blo C()vel'~llt:' mine,1.'~lJ P;r'(lq,'lC~i9n, shiPrnQrttf.:i, conf3l~mptj.on, inventorier;, 

I1nd c;;-pc~citiEl:=; ~'l, well I'l,f: v: .. ll.lG udcJ.ed, faninG and /IIe:tul stati:-;tics al'e 

rmbdivio.ed into giJ,f;, oQI:.)., pet;rQ',m,1In, gc-nerul minern lc t ix'on Clnd :.;t eel, 

nOll-1'f.lrrQUr,: rilet[,)rJ,f;;th,r';i.oc:~~d ~let;;.l:;;, ctonl'l <.'.no. olq.y, and chemio<.ls. 
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Quantum and value data are available for coal, gold, copper, zinc,

pyrophyllite, dolomite, silica sand, limestone, crude petroleum,

natural gas, and refined non—ferrous metals. Data on domestic

consumption on a monthly basis arc available for iron ore and pellets;

ores of manganese, nickel, copper, and lead; limestone, asbestos,

phosphate, ilmenite, and salt.^Separate monthly statistical bulletins

are published for coal, coke, petroleum, steel, and mining in general.

On an annual basis, the Research and Statistics Department publishes

a comprehensive coverage of the domestic mining and refining metals

industries as the Mining Yearbook of Japan, and Yearbook on Non—Ferrous

Metal Products Staiitics. Unfortunately, both these Yearbooks

are published only in Japanese. In addition, The Japan Mining Industry

Association, closelr linked with MITI, annually reviews the performance

of copper, lead, zinc, and nickel in Japan (in English) and provides

full production, consumption, and trade statistics for these metals.

Jetro (Japan External Trade Organization) is largely re'aponsible

for the co—ordination and compilation of Comprehensive mineral trade

statistics, available on both a Monthly and an annual basis.

Mineral, Oil and Coal Mining Bureau

The Bureau is subdivided into departments dealing with mining

polic7, the mining and metals industry, petroleum planning, administration

:rid development, and a separate department dealing with policy, administration,

rehabilitation, and mine safety as applied to the coal mining industry.

The Minerals, Oil and Coal Mining Bureau is shortly to

combine with the Public Utilities Bureau, which currently controls and

administers power and electricity under the diviSions of water, thermal,

nuclear, and gas power.
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The pri,ncip4l. c~mtaet in. tb.e:r·jine:ra~s, Oil and CoaJ. r{;ining 

Bl,lpep-u. was ~1r Y. 'ra.~emp.r'1-. Dir~ctorQf the r:lini,ng Policy Division of 

'rh~ f.:iping Pol~qy :Pivis~on 'i 13 ~nvolved mostly in the 

. gcne:r:r~.l co,:",orQ.inution of b:cHviti~s of ·the .Bureau, review of policy 

'of 'tine l>Tiping ?nii 'Qtla~rYin,g Laws.ofn~ adinini~tra.tion and review of 

the }.;xport ;;;,nd Import Tl';'l,Q.e L;:tw ftS ~tapplies to metals and minerals. , . , 

The J.Jipine PoUcy 'J,)ivision i8 a~sp T~f?;poTlE?:i.b~e for the development of 

lopg".t erm foreci', st p of ~H~PP~y a.n~ L\.ema,n4. fqr m~ne;r.;;'ls, and in this 

t.lo;rk:is in c~ose touch \:~th,. tl1e l:cpnQJTI~c, ~~anl1~ngAuthority (EPj~), 

which is :respOnq;i.l?J.~ fQr i:n~u~tr!i.fltl foreca.~tE? fo:r Japan as a whole. 

tt ie ~nterest~l1g tCl note tha~ . i;lo~~~Cj.stp by th~ EPA are based on 

eG9n.Wl~p~Q. econpmetr:i.q~fl~l;y~~p, ~e(,'}hniqtlef?, CjJld ~mce economic gro~rth 
, . 

PS,t1;~:m~ are .est?-:bl~e.he~ the Mtni:n6 Pp~~cy l?:i,vl.~~on is req1,lired to 

.. tr'.l+pr p!l1qjeyte4:metLt.I3UPp+y/d~!!l<-~9: projE)ct~()PS .to conform to these 

~Gonom;iG p~tt~rnf?~ .. \ihlm prpject~pq.liI,qftr.e ove'rall, growth pattern 

are :revi:;;ed,m9difiG<;!ti~ms tp !l',j,l)~:rai f?'1:pply/d!;ma.ndforecasts are 

nec~s!3a;ry;t4i;s~t ti~~~ ~~@,~{3 ~q Efqm~ ~;rt<?'Ml.in~ revif?ion in the 

p\l.bHshad p;rQjec:t~Qnf? pf mj,neral. d~~n~,. ~vel1 ~n th~ short term. 

The Minine Policy :Qivis~on for the mo~t part it; staffed , . 

\,!,itb. eqql').omistfl, min-in&, enE;V~ne~r~? fl.p~ le~~l offic~rl? The mining 

engille~rs ar~ c~;n~dupcmi;1P pqrpm~p~ ~m t4~ feas~bility of projections 

prepl;:!.red. by tl),e ~con.ornj.~t~. but np:rmi:.:l~y,' do n~)'t ini t ia1; e studies on 

f!utQ.re ~evel,~ of mil'H~~al su.p~b ctn9.deinfl~d, 

The f.'1il'\ing Pol!j.cy :P:~vitJion i~ c],q:3ely Q.s~oci;"ted with the .. 
~1inip.g Inq;qs1;~Wld ~he~)~~a~ lnQ.uf'lt;ry P;V;ision,s, ~~hich in meny ways 

cnr;r;y ou~ /Tiil1eral induntryst-p.q,i!3R !;;i,mUar '~Q V~O~~ 9f our own mineral 

eC~>1'l,prr.;i.sts,.' As itp 1'l;4TI~ ill'!~Hes. thf;! Jo'Ie1;a,l ~rl,(i1,J.stry l;>ivision is more 

cqncerned wi'!;h. p;roc~;;:se~m~nera~~ AAQ. oonc~ntr4tes and refined metals 
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The Pining Industry Division monitors mineral production and supply,

usuAdy up to the concentrate stage. Officers of the division are

allotted specific groups of minerals, e.g. non—metallics, construction

materials, non—ferrous, and do not as a rule specialize in any particular

mineral commodities.^This division administers 1.he Gold Control Law,

and, through regional bureaus of MITI, establishes mining rights

and mining leses throughout -the various prefectures in Japan. An

important aspect of the Division's work: is the survey of mineral

reserves which is maintained in close co—operation with the Metallic

Minerals Exploration Agency of Japan.

The Metallic Minerals Exploration Agency of Japan (NEEA)

dates from 1964 when it superseded the Metallic Minerals Explor ation

Financing Agency, formed to provide exploration finance for Japanese

enterprises.^The new agency extended its financing to cover detailed

geological surves. and later, regional surveys, formerly the domain

of the Geological :jurvey, Institute Agency . of Industrial science and

Technology.^In Japan, MMEA provides loans to eligible individuals .

and enterprises to finance exploration activities; finances regional

geological surveys on copper, lead, and zinc ores as part of the ten—year

national program to accelerate exploration by mining companies for

base—metal resources in Japan; and finances follow—up detailed geological

exploration of potential .mineralized areas delineated by regional

surveys. Exploration costs are contributed 60 percent by the central

Government, and 20 percent each by the prefectural government and the

mining companies concerned.^Overseas, MMEA finances exploration of

Japanese metal mining companies on a 'repay on your success' basis,

subsidizes geological surveys of selected areas, and co—operates with

the Governments of developing countries in appraisal of mineral resources

and in the evaluation, planning, and development of mining projects.
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In addition to this, EMtiP , maintains a Mineral Resources Centre,

which provides a data bank, bibliograPhY and documentation of overseas

exploration and development of mineral resources, mining legislation,

environmental developments, supply/amend balance, and activities

of foreign enterprises. 1,;ith the objective of establishing a

worldwide system of mineral intelligence, the Centre has established

mining specialists in the United Kingdom ! Australia, Canada, Peru,

Zaine and the PhilippineP s

COMMENT

MTTI, in its all embracing role Pt' '1;1 4Qprtment of trade

and industry,. not only monitors the overall Japanese economy but also

acts as a federal bureau of mines • and •a geological survey for the

domestic mining and mineral, ina
.OtrYs• The 'Japanese mineral industry

is oriented tow•:rds the acquisition and consumption of raw materials

and the fabrication of metal products. Japanese statistical collections

7,1..e therefore most comprehensive in the field of production and supply

Of mineral ores and concentrates as well as in consumption, stocks,

and endu-use statistics of refined metals and processed non—metallics.

While the Japanese statistical r-nd intelligence coverage of both the

domestic E.Aci overseas mining industrv mnst be envicd, and to some

extent copied, forward projections of mineral requirements issued by

YITI leave much to 1 -,e desired and should be treated with a certain

degree of caution.^Raw material requirements of the metal fabricating

industry :_re integrated into projected economic growth patterns, and as

such are snbject to frequent and substantial revisions. In addition,

rITT^considerble sUtutor7 authority in dict.tin the level of

production cpacit: utilized in various sectors of the manufacturing

industr and because Of this, the normal balancing factors of supply and

demand for raw materials become subject tc arbitrary government decisions.
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7, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Stitistics

All countries visited have continuing difficulty in

Obtaining basic statistics on the mineral industry as comprehensive

and as quickly -as they would like. As in our own case, areas not

covered in as much detail as desired are those of stocks, costs of

production, end,-use statistics, and recovery and consumption of

secondary metals,^Complete, detailed, official statistics of the

mineral industry are not available for publication for about twelve

months after the close of the calendar year to which they refer.

Mowever, in most cases, preliminary estimates of the country's mineral

industry performance are availo.ble, and are published on the basis

of 9—month estimates Supplemented with statistical intelligence

collected by mineral coMM 424tY 4Poialistp.^Statistical coverage

of domestic mineral productiPn and trade 41011g similar lines is

produced in the March edition pf thp Australian Mineral Industry

Quarterly lievew, which however, is not uwally published until

April—My. To hasten the availability of these statistics to the

public, consideration should be given to the preparation of a summary

printed Within BMR, and probably r ady for publication and distribution

towards the end of February. Expansion in the number of special

mineral collections alrady undertaken on behalf of BMR, e.g. lead,

zinc, Copper, tin, mineral sands, and secondary lead and zinc, would

certainly speed up the collection of salient statistics and would

provide a more realistic basis for 'end,,,ofyeFr' estimates.
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Public,~t ions .. , ' 

The stal'j,d.ar4 publicat:i.ol1 of th~ mineral industry for most 

conntrier; is il Mineral Ye~~rboo~ l-!hich follqws the general li'1~S of 

The coveraee achieved 

in the latter GO!l1P:JpE)S most f.wourabl;y with mineral yearbooks in other 

. countrie~except p~rh:_ps in the qc;>y~rage of actual Cons1,lIT1ption data 

anq, en~use st.atif;tiqs. WhjJe o9nt~l'j.1,~~n~ efforts are made to publish 

the yeiJrboo~s ns qu1C~I;y ilS ppssi't'lcr, the publiGation if: reg;."rded as 

an h~::;toric[~.~ p,oqup1el"rt; and !TJOpt governmeJl,t Q;r'{~anizn,t ions Ceem reGigned 

. to the fac;:t tha~ the yer,:;.rbQok w~ll npt qe /l~(;1.ililble untH at leiLst 

1? monthr: i1ftqr.I;~I~c;I+(md;tr ;Y~i'r' cone~r.ned~ .' lIqwever, a:;: mentioned 

<3 b,OVEl, abr.~dfeq, prel:j.m ine,rn, y~p;S ~ons of ~hey~arl?ook q.re available . .' . . . . 

In the United 

" , 

<.::.l:l.th~ mOl'€! ~mpQrt~t' miIlerFl-~90IM1qq,i~ief;l ,anq. tf,lSlle of these pre-

prints Cqmll!E!nqEl apou;1;six p1Qnths ?-fter the close of the calendar yea.r. 

The prepr~nts ?-:re later u:pq,~,1;~d for inc~~s~on ~Il the ye<;+rbook. In 

our ca3~ e~even pref1r:i.nt~ ~f' JWI p~apters f,lre nOll published in 

A p(Dl?itip~ e~J'IlHar to ~hat in the U.S.A. and 

C2nad,q. could be achi~ved wl1;l1in OUr own grol.l-P wi 1;h increGsed staff ,:nd 

'\;he lfS~ of pr~l~mirw;r.y stntistj,qf,l. W9r'\ihy pi' q.ttention is the 

ar~angement ~n Canil~a WA~rep~ ~ pr~limin~r.y r~view of the mineral 

ind;u,stry is p'\).b~i!:(hed in th~ Peb;ruar;y ed~tiqn of C.fiJ.J. and as a 

quid pro quo, tr.~ revie¥ is p;r~nted, aY,ld i~sued, as a separate by the 

c .1I:.J. on be,h&lf of the Depurtm!3nt of t.'nergy, M inesc,nd Resources. 

Perhaps a simil,c,r urrun~ern~nt cou~d be r.jad,e ... ,1 th some nationd mineral 
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Neither the U.S.A. nor Canada publishes the equivalent

of our Ara quarterly Review. Rather, monthly summaries covering

statistics and developments in specific minerals are issued, and

;:rticles on special facets of the mineral industry are published

as a separate issue, e,g.' the Mineral Bulletin (YR) series of the

Mineral Resources Branch of the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines

and Resources. Nhile this approach cert ainly Provides up—to—date

- mineral data, I think our Quarterly series can achieve the same results

as long as quarterlies can be published without unreasonable delay.

Mineral CommeditAr specialists  and Commodity Studies

• Commodity studies remain the basis Of the documentation

and, enalysis of the to.neral industry, and commodity mineral specialists

in the United States and Canada have functions similar to those of

our own mineral economiPtP. Mineral commodity specialists maintain

• close lialson•with - industry and worX in a technical environment.

Their academic.badkground is generally one 9f economic geology, mining

engineering, or Metallurgy and mOst have had considerable experience

priwte industry. Normally, each commodity P1).Ellist is allotted

only one major Mineral fOr h5 f4l1 attention, and with this degree of

specializa-tion, a most impressive Coverage of the mineral is maintained

from explortion right thrOugh tO COnsumption of the refined metals.

Particular aspects of the industr can also be examined in much greater

depth, for instance he cO- Tqgtipn of basic cost data for which commodity

apeoii,lists, generally with a mining engineering background, visit

mines .11 ,1 plants and even examine company accounts.

Mineral commodity specialists are more directly involved in

•policy c4Niige than our mineral economists and commodity specialists

often represent their Govprnment, on internatiOnal mineral committees;

e.g. the lead•speOilists represent the Canadian government on the

International Lead.Zinc -t11,03r Gro1431,
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Th(!x'e is nO doubt thai; to C:J,ohieve a ooverage of the 

mj.nerl;tl ind.ustry Qomparfil,'Qle to that ip Can\:J.da. or the United Stc:tes 

fu;rrther specir.li~[J.tion iQ requil"flQ, withip OUl" l'inerul Economios ~)ection. 

}i'orthis, a,ddi t iO),1<'l profef;r;ipna~ !3'~a:f'f with ~xperience in industry 

\'1i11 b~ requ~reli~ As a guide, tp,a ~:ine:ralf3 anc;l f.':ellals Division of 

the r·'i,nel"al,. neso~l"oes Bri~nch in C~nc;,,!;ta, which lJ10ni tors the domestic 

mineral indust;r"J, is sta.ff~d yli th about thr~e 11 imes WJ many profesf:ionals 

as our Hinf}ral l~cqnornips f,ieotiOl1. whioh perfprms equivalent dutien. 

However, SUPPort staff i<re equ.al1;Y im~QPtant to the efficient operc-.t ion 

of' the :;eotion, Hnc.l. 8nlJ.T":prqf'eG:JiQnr~.lfiJ :'311oh a.s index'T8 and reDe;.·.rch 

offioer::) must be p:rpv;~dQq. if 1T\~n~n).l ,;lapnQm~ots ~lre to give their' 

und:i.vided nttantipn 1;() a(1)mh oQ.;i1;," :Jt1.ll;1.j.flO~ Iti6 ~rterostinG ~o note 

Uw.t in Cvn(,J.da and the Unit~(l. : .. tl"~(;l~l, i.i'tar tile oomn:odHy ohapter for 

'bhe Ye:.rbook hLS G~en "l:ritt~n [,nd ~le;.t:reQ: by the oentr<'..l technica,l 

edi t;ing g;rolJP, ·the comm?di t;y flP~Oj.9"l!i.~t IS !Jnl.,>, :further involvement 

i.8 in cpeckj.n/?: the i'irs'l,: gc..ll<W p:r~pf ~ 

Ecol(omic rn:~h¥~ at:, the i r·!i:i·1(.e1a~~l'l;\:}:t~r.ltt,:': 

lihUe CO/TIP.lQdi t~r f;lt'ldieq Vl"e reoogni:z;eq. as the ba.sis fer 

dooumen~D,1i ic~'). nnd dny ... to~day am.JJys:).s pf the mineral industry t there 

iB a growing c9nviction in rnol:\t oountries ~n.at a m9re sophiBtio,-,ted 

econonio upprvp.ch tp tho indufJtry as a whole :,nd Un lo:ng-term trelldu 

:-md p;robJ,e/TIs is al(~o re:quire(i, A.'\itemptf;! to ';Lch;i.€;lve this in government 

org; nizr:tionf> in '~hf3 Hni t~d S1;n.tfilf'; and (1:;'n;:.da have not been an unqualified 

suooess m; inly, r think, beOft.llf;le of an ove~em'phasj.!'3 qn eoonomio 

quaHfio~~tionf; at the ~x:pEmfie o!' t~Q11nica+ training, c:nd the ,comp;-.ratj.ve 

lfJOlation of the ep(;momiQ anc1,lycis g:rqup from min.eral oomrr.odi ty fJpecLliGt 

divh;:i.onp p.nd the priv(-~.te minil1€.' r:Elftp;r, lJ.'hoso GhQrt-Gominr:s are beine 

rectified procrecBivQly f.Ll1.q, J feel it ;l:; fi..ir tp S<.';· that economic 
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analysis groups are now making worthwhile contributions to the

analysis of the mineral industry in the countries referred to.

As an example, the Mineral Economic Research Division of the Mineral

Resources Branch in Canada is now responsible for long—term demand

projections whiCh v-re Parried out in OloPe liaison with mineral

Commodity specialists.

The .tystrAri mineral industry has now developed to a

stag:.1 which Oalls,for sophistigated economic 4nalyPip of the contribution

made by the industry to the national economy, possible future trends

• in the indUstry, anda economic approach to problems restricting the

full development cf the industry. The time is opportune to introduce

speOi41 PrOjePt . grouP'int —We 1441 r41. LOPPOMiCS Section, staffed

with geOPCientists Ilith 4P interest in applied mathematics and (hopefully)

some formal training in.pconomids e

Mineral Resources Inventory

In MoSt.overseas countries there is a growing awareness of

the importance• of the mineral ctilFs -4Ty and the need to establish not

only the extent of economic reserves . but also to indicate the potential

extent 'of mineral rePTITPCP or the nation's 'mineral endowment' as

it s somet.imeS referred tp e • In the un#0.Stctes particularly',

• assessment of the nation Mineral rqP94rpes is allotted a high level

of priority, nid extensive , Orveys aru being Undertaken in both the

.Bureau of Vines and the USGS to achieve this aim. The assessment of

reperyes, inCluding par4Marginal and submarginal roerves, is generally

undertz4ken by miniq: engineers liaising with commodity specialists, and

- usually tajçs the form of PoMPil4tiOn Of Published data, additional

information Supplied by lqino, peppxtments 4/14 company representatives,

and perSOW ilIPPeot1.0n: of Mille. develOpment and company records and
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drilling results; in a word, along the lines of assessment of

economic and pubmarginal reserves as currently undertaken within

our Mineml Resources Branch. gowever, estimation of the possible

extent of speculative and hypothetical resOurOPP is normally the

responsibility of commodity geologists and the possibility of

developing this degree of specialipation within the Geological Branch

should be considered.
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8. ACK}lOt'lLEDGU~ElrTS 
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~iscussions w~th co~pany representatives tabulated in 

Appendix 1w~re most usefu~, and the friendly c~operation of these 

gen:t:Lemen is gratefully ~cJm9w~~dged. Special mention must be made 

of the thorough pla.nni~g and, fa~l~less arrangeme~ts made on my behalf 
. , 

by the Tra~e Comm~ssioners (Mine~u~6) in Path London and Tokyo. The 

f<.J.ct t!'lat I wae; able :to apcpmpliElh 60 lTlu.ch in England and Japan in 

such, a shqrt perioQ. w;:.tf? d,u,~ maj,n~y to th,eir effort 6. The co-operation 

and hospitnlity of gov~rnment Qfficia~s (an~ others) in all the 

cQ~tries visite~ w~s ovefWhe~mi~g, and it ~s difficult to single 

ou,t ind;i..v;i,du/il-ls fo~ <;LQ~9w~e~ge",~nt. However,. I ;feel that special 

men:tion shoulci be mad~ of the fO~lowine: 

St~ford ReSearch I~stitute 

u.s. Bureau of Mi~es 

ij~GS . 

C~ag,ian Depr .. rtmeni; of Energy, 
r'lines and Resources (Mil1E;!ral 
;ResouIlces B;ra.nch) . 

United Kine'dom 
" , II '" ... ; .. , " 

Denver 

Washington 

Ottawa 

Dr F. Alan l"erguson 

Mr o.rll. Bishop 

Mr P. Zinner 

Mr S.P. Wimpfen 

Mr J. Pennington 

Dr R. Parker 

Dr E. Tooker 

Dr A. Petrick 

Mr vi .K. Buck 

r~r A.F'. Killin 

Mr A.A. Archer 

MIl Vi.A. Cumpbell 

~~r R.A. Healing 
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France

Ministry of Industrial and^Paris^Monsieur Isautier
Scientifip Deve1oy7eT4

BRGM
^

Orleans La
^Monsieur R. Lautel

2 ,24reP
Monsier J.P. Gautsch

Japan

MITI^ Tokyo^Mr Y. Takemura



APPENDIX 1 — COMPANY LIST

Company

U.S.A.

E.I. Du Pont de Nemours
(Inc.)

Wilmington, Del.

N.L. Industries Inc.,
111, Broadway,
New York, N.T. 10006.

Contact
^

Official Position

R.A. Hageman^Production Manager Minerals

N.R. Swensen^Senior Marketing Analyst

U.K.

Britannia Lead Company Ltd,^R.O.R. Toiler^Dirsotor
Adelaide House,
King William Street,
London, E.C.4,

J.H. Little Metal CO.,^P. Gadsden^Director
80, Coleman Street,
London, E.C. 2R SBE.

Consolidated Gold FiSlda^)3, Heron
4ta,

49, MoorgatS,
London,

Tennant Trading Ltd,^L.W. Yates
9, Harp Lane,
Ore4t . Tower Straet,
London, E,C.3,

Imperial. Metal Industries,^Dr Butler
I.C.'House,
Millbank, London, S.W.1.

Manager of Australian
Section

Director

Head, Research Department

,Japan

Hokuetsu Metal COMPany 1.4d,^T. Watanabe^Managing Director
Zao,

Nagoaka City, Niigata Pref.

Japan Titanium Society,^K. Kodama^Director—General
Konwa Building,
1-12-22, Tpukijj,
Cho—ku l Tokyo.

Tokyo Yogyo Co. Ltd,^S. Ushipme^Director, General Manager
Marunouchl-,^ of Sales

Ohiyoda—cu, Tokyo.



Company
^

Contact^Official Position

R. Takouchi

I. Komatari

S. Shimizu

S. Sugamata

Sekisan Trading Co. Ltd,
Daido Building, .
Tosaboridori, 1-chome,
Nishi-ku, Osaka.

Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha Ltd,
1-11, Edobori Kamidori,
Nishi-ku, Osaka.

Toho Titanium Co. Ltd,
Nikko Building,
3, Lkasaka Aoicho,
Minato-ku, Tokyo.

Nippon Steel Corporation,
6-3, Ohtemachi 2-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.

Chief, Foreign Trade
Section

Chief Geologist, Corporate

Managing Director

General Manager, Mineral
Resources Research Office

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries P.T. Kuga^General Manager,
Limited,^ Planning Department

5-2, Marunouchi 2-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.



APPENDIX 2 — DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TITANIUM AND ZIRCONIUM INDUSTRIES

OF THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN 

Titanium

In the United States and Japan the position of over—supply

of titanium dioxide pigments in evidence during the period 1970-1972

has swung sharply to one of under—supply, and both countries are

now importing considerable tonnages of pigment from Europe as well

as small amounts from Australia.^In the United States, the current

shortfall of about 100 000 tons of TiO 2 pigment 4 year is to be met

by expansion in chloride production capacity by Du Pont at its

Edgemoor and New Johnsonville plants. Meanwhile, pigment prices

have been increased by 1-2 cents per pound, and high—grade TiO
2

pigment in the United states is now selling at 28 cents per lb.

There is little doubt that all new pigment capacity in the U.S.A. will

be based on one of the chloride processes using natural rutile and/or

upgraded ilmenite, or possibly a mixture of rutile, leucoxene, and

ilmenite by direct chlorination, the method currently employed by

Du Pont.

Japanese pigment capacity, all based on the orthodox sulphate

route, has been frozen at about 180 000 t.p.a. by MITI be ^of

pollution considerations.^In some cases domestic producers have

solved the problem of ferrous sulphate and sulphuric acid effluent

by the conversion of the sulphate to artificial gypsum (CaS0
4), mixing

of ferrous sulphate with pyrite for burning to sulphur dioxide, and

the recycling of the spent acid. However, these attempts to neutralize

the effluent have been successful only in selected areas, and most

Japanese pigment producers to expand capacity will be forced to replace

ilmenite in their flow—sheets by a feed lower in iron, e.g. Sorel slag,



or to switch to chloride—type pigment plants. Ishihara Sanyo

Kaisha Ltd plan to commission 50 000 t.p.a. of chloride—type pigment

capacity in 1975. The company currently produces about 40 percent

of Japanese TiO2 pigment production by the sulphate method using

ilmenite from Cable (1956) ltd and from India and Sri Lanka. Ishihara

is now producing 2300 tons of upgraded ilmenite (9610 Ti0 2 ) a month

using hydrogen reduction and acid leaching (spent sulphuric acid

from its sulphate operations). Production capacity for upgraded

ilmenite is to be expanded progressively to 70 000 t.p.a.

The use of rutile for electric welding rod coatings has

not increased to the extent indicated by the recent growth in the

world steel industry. . Rutile is used only in selected types of

welding rods, and is vulnerable to substitution by other forms of

T102 , e.g. ilmenite.^The increased landed cost of rutile, particularly

in the United States, has caused welding rod manufacturers to become

even more selective in^use of coating materials. Upgraded ilmenite•

has been tested as a substitute for rutile in welding rods, with

somewhat discouraging results. The upgraded ilmenites tested have

proved unsuitable either because of chemical (two high in sulphur or

phosphorus) or physical reasons (because of its porous nature).^The

upgraded material tends to become 'gummed—up' with the bonding resin,

which inLerferes with the arc and the resulting weld.

There is evidence of a sustained recovery in demand for

titanium sponge following the nadir of 1972. However, world demand

is not expected to recover to the early 1970 levels until about 1975.

Japanese sponge producers see the United States aircraft industry

continuing as the major outlet for their sponge, but Japanese domestic

demand for titanium in rthemical hardware, e.g. desalination plants and

heat—exchange tubes, is expected to provide an increasingly important
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( iii) 

outlet. Demand for rutile in metal production ic comparatively 

inelastic with regard to rutile prices and rutile rem~ins the raw 

material preferred for ;sponge production. Both IJnited States and 

Jap~reGe sponge prpducer~ are 9f the opinion th~t the low price of 

titanium sponge of Russi~ origin (until recently lass than $US1 

per pound landed in the United States) has little if any relation 

to actu.al production costs. Rur-:sian 8ponee is thought to be 

produced from titanium slag, and as such is inferior in grade to 

rutile-based spon€.;e. 

Zirconium 

WQrld demand for ~ircon has improved impressively even 

witlfin the last six months, and consumers of zircon for foundr,y silnd 

and refractories in hoth Japan and the United :--;tates are now somewhat 

apprehensive ~s to their long-term supplies. United States dpmestic 

productiOn of Cj.bout 60 000 tons of bY-Product zircon from ilmenite 

operations in Plorida by Du Pont is to be augmented by 20-25 000 t.p.a. 

from ne\-l alluvial operations in }<'lorida being undertakel1 by 'j:'i tanium 

Enterpr~ses. However, increased output will account for only half 

of domestic demand projecte~ for zircon. Japanese consumers are 

obta.ining a small proportion of their zircon requirements from Malaysia 

c .. nd India, but do not expect any significant increase in S1~pp1ies from 

these sources. Australian producers will obvio~sl;y be cc::.lled upon 

to supply the bulk of world zircon requirements for t.he foreseeable 

future. In contrast to most other industrialized nations, which use 

between 60-70 percent of total zircon consumed for foundr.',' sc:nd, Japan 

consumes about half for refractory purppses. Japanese ~ircon consumption 

in refr.c,.ctories in recent .years has increased o.t an annual rate of almost 

?O percen,t, ;-;n~ although the growth rute for refractories is expected 

to ease to 5-10 percent pel' anDr\lll1, an qverf.'l,P increa.se of at least ~ 

percent per a.nnum can be expected in Japanese zircon requirements. 
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Actu<-~l level of zircon consumpti9n in Jap~ is estimated 

to be about 100 000 tons per annum. In 1972, Jup~ imported a 

massive 141 000 tons of zircon concentrates from Austr'-4lia to 

replenish depleted stocks ~nd to build stocks up ~gainst a projected 

zircon short'_'ge. It is interesting to note that Japanese manufacturers 

of zircon refractory bricks for furnace linings and pouring nozzles 

are now using foundry grade zircon, previously considered to be too 

high in iron (up to 0.3% Fe20
3

) for this purpose. 



APPENDIX 3 — USGS — COMMODITY GEOLOGISTS

Commodity^ Geologist 

Abrasives^ Robert E. Thaden

Aluminium^ 54m Patterson

Antimony^ Mary Miller, D. White

Asbestos^ Andrew Shride

Barite^ Don Brobst

Beryllium^ Wally Griffitts

Bismuth^ Bill Hasler, Mary Miller

Carbonates^ George Ericks%

Chromium^ Thomas P. Thayer

Clay^ John Hosterm411

Cobalt^ Don Brobst

Construction materials^Robert Laurence

Copper^ Dennis Cox

Diatomite^ David Durham

Fillers and pigment^ E. Brown

Fluorspar^ Ronald Won, Ralph Van Alstine

Geothermal energy^ L.J.P. Muffler

Gemstones^ Robert E. Thaden

Gold^ Frank Simons, Bill Prinz

Grphite^ Paul Weiss .

Helium^ Ken Pierce

Iron^ Harry Klemic, Hal James, Richard Baley

Lead^ Hal Morris

Lithium^ J.J. Norton

Manganese^ Jack Door
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Comrr·odi t,y 

Mercury 

Molybdenum 

Nickel 

Niobium-tantalum 

Thorium 

Ur?nium 

Coal 

Gas 

Oil 

Oil 81w.le 

Tar si'mds 

Pegmatite minerals 

Phpsphate 

Platinum 

Rare earths 

Kyani te & other Al silicates 

Mg refractories 

Salipes (gyp, B, Cl., I, K, 
salt, Il';g, anhydrite, ~)r) 

Nitrates and iodine 

Trona-nat ro lit e 

Silica 

Silver 

Sulfur (incl. byprod.) 

Talc 

Tellurium, Selenium, etc. 

( ii) 

Geologist 

Ed Bailey 

Bob King 

Henry Cornwall 

Raymond Parker 

r·~ort staatz 

Arthur Butler 

Paul Averitt 

Thane rfjcCulloh 

Thane }.'cCulloh 

Bill Culbertson 

Bill Cash~on 

Frank Lesl,lre 

Jim Cathcart 

NOTmi1n Page 

Jack Adams 

Gil Espenshqde 

Al Bodenlos 

G.I. Smith 

George Ericksen 

John Dyni 

Keith Ketn~r 

Allen Heyl 

Al Bodenlos 

E. Brown 

Bert; Lakin 



Commodity^ Geologist 

Tin^ B. Reed

Titanium^ Eric Force

Tungsten^ Warren Hobbs, Jim Elliott

Vanadium^ Dick Fischer

Zeolites^ Dick Sheppard

Zinc (incl. Cd)^ Helmuth Wedow

Zirconium—hafnium^ Harry Klemic
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BRM·l CU (EN!R) 

SOCIAL :.;Cm~rCE ORC'UP 

1 8037-8352-8666-8979 

2 9550-9924-10298-10671 

3 10283-10684-11085-11487 

4 11770-12231-12q9O-13152 

5 13663-14198-14732-15267 

6 15963-16586-17210-17836 

7 18399-19118-19838-20557 

8 20831-21646-22461-23278 

Recruiting level $5520 to $8760 
in increments of $60. 
Effective: 5 July 1971. 

SE-RE::i 1 11100-14632 

2 14352-22111 

3 20810.-25685 

4 24398 and up* 

*rateG of pay in exce~s pf 5350 
above minimum must be approved 
by Treasury Bo~~d. 

Effective: 5 July 1971. 

ES -- -- -- -- --. $12415-$13007-
~13596-$14192 . 

ES 2 $15236-$15840-$16506-$17172-

I~~~~ 

1j1C· 
.;;.,.J 

E(~ 
•• J 

3 

4 

5 

$17836-$18222-$18891-$19729-
$20557 

$20750-$21594-$2c'4~6-$23?78 

$23220-$~4073-$24926-$25785 

$22000 to $27250 (\vith inter
mediate rates <it interv;:,ls 
of $250). 

Effective: 1 Jul;y 1971. 

PHY~JIC;,L SCIEJ'TCJo:;3 (GECLCCI;3TS) 

PC 1 6900 to 12720 ($60 steps) 

2 12274-12913-13553-14191-14830-15468 

3 15189.,.159?8-16668-17 409-18148.,..18888 

4 18078-18939-19800-20661-21522 

5 21408-22381-23353-24326 

Effective: 28 August 1972. 

CiEIHOR EXECUTIVE GFIt'ICER (SX) 

Level 1 $22000 to $28000 (with 
increments in multiples 
of $290). 

2 $25000 to $31000 (with 
increments in multiples 
of $290). 

3 $28000 to $35000 (with 
increments in multiples 
of $290). 

4 $34000 to $40000 (wi~h 
, increments in mult~ples 

of $290). 

Effective: 1 January 1972. 

ENaINEERn~G AND LAND ~)URVbY GROUP 
. i 

A - Effective 6 .July 1970 

B - Effective 5 July 1971 

Level 1 

A ... ~n800 ... $9480 (with $60 incrementG) 
B ... $8220 - $9960 (with $60 incremenh) 

Level 2 

A - $9606 i $10044 - ~10480 ... $10918 
B ... $10086 ... $10546 ... $11004 ... $11461 

Level 3 

A ... $11752 ... $12286 - $12822 - $13356 
B ... $ 12340 ... $12900 - $13463 - $140~;4 

Level 4 

A ... $13852 ... $14482 - $15111 ... $15741 
B - $14545 - $15206 ... $15867 ... $1G5c:<3 

Level 5 
A ... $15953 ... $16677 - $17402 ... $181~6 
B - $16751 ~ $17511 - $18272 ... $19032 

Level 6 

A ... $18749 ~ $19602 ... $20454 - $21300 
B - $19686 ... $20586 ... $21477 ~ $22371 
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Regional Geologist, 
Central Region 

Denver, Colorado 
T. A. Hendricks 

Office of the Chief Geologist 

R. P. Sheldon, Chief Geologist 
J. P. Albers, Associate Chief Geologist 
R. E. Davis, Deputy Associate Chief Geologist 
D. H. Dow, Program and Budget Officer 
W. B. Roberts, III, Administrative Officer 
G. E. Becraft, Chief, Office of Scientific Publications 
L. O. Patten, Fiscal Officer 
M. L. Ratliff, Administrative Assistant 

Regional Geologist, 
Western Region 

Menlo Park, California 
R. E. Wallace 

r - - - - - - - 1-

!lOffice of Minerals Exploration 

2/ Office of International GeolOgy 

OFFICE OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

E •. W. Tooker, Chief 
J. E. Gair, Deputy Chief 
M. R. Mudge, Deputy Chief 

(Wilderness) 
Sandra H. 8. Clark, Staff Geologist 

(Alaskan Programs) 
P. K. Theobald, Jr., Staff 

Geologist (Special Programs) 

Eastern Min. Resources, F. G. Lesure 
Central Min. Resources, R. L. Parker 
Western Min. Resources, G. W. Walker 
Alaskan Geology, George Gryc 
Exploration Research, F. C. Canney 
Office of Resource Analysis. 

A. L. Clark 

!/Office of Minerals Exploration, 
Harold Kirkemo 

~Office of International Geology, 
J. A. Reinemund 
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